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At three a. m. last Tuesday morning, Fulton's downtown area, particularly Lake Street, was at a critical
stage of emergency. A torrential down- pour was just ending, streets all over
town were flooded, and all of the runoff water was piling into Harris Fork
Creek from all directions. There was
rising water from one end of Lake
Street to the other, and if the creek
continued its rise just about six more
inches, it would spill a flood of muddy
water all over the downtown area.
That would mean thousands of dollars
loss to merchandise, days of mopping
and cleaning up.
Lights were on in a number of
downtown stores, doors were sandbagged, or barricaded, or sealed shut
against the threat of rising water.
Neighbors gathered in clumps on the
walks, or stood silently on the Commercial Avenue bridge to watch the
rushing waters only six inches or so
away from the top of the bridge, and
the point of critical overflow. In South
Fulton, a vast lake was forming in the
residential bottoms where the two
creeks flow together.
But the rains quit about three
thirty, the creek "held", and in another
hour and a half the streets emptied, the
weary water-watchers took down the
barricades, hauled away the sandbags
end headed for a few hours sleep at
zheir homes. It was a close call. About
the closest we have had in ten years.
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The same deluge dumped a 4-inch
rain on nearby Clinton, resulting in
the tragic death of 18-year old youth.
William Coleman DeBerry stepped from a stalled car in Clinton and
started down Water Street toward his
home, unaware the bridge over normally-dry Town Branch had washed
away after a four-inch rain. His body
was recovered about 100 feet downstream.
Was surprised and delighted to
run into a former Fultonian this week,
in town for a short visit. Bobby Boaz,
whom I best remember as a saxaphone
player with our old all-Fulton band
back in the days when we used to play
all over West Kentucky andrennessee,
is still in the music business, associated
with Hewgley's in Nashville. "Business is fine", Bobby says, adding that
anytime any of his old friends are down
that way, he'd love to get a call from
them.
Have—feu ever had this happen at
your house?
The phone rings. You go to answer it. There is no voice on the other
end of the line. You hang up.
About an hour later, the phone
rings again. You answer it. No voice
on the other end of the line. You hear
a click as a receiver is hung up.
About an hour later, the phone
rings again. Same thing again.
Irritating, isn't it. As a matter of
fact when this sort of thing gets you
out of bed in the middle of the night,
it's infuriating.
Southern Bell has an answer to
this problem, in case you're one of the
victims of this crank. A tracer machine
of some kind can be hooked on to your
line that will record all incoming calls
and what number they were made
from, and the source can be dug out
and prosecuted. I think it's about time
we're catching this irritator around
Fulton.
Dr. Rodney Fink, associate professor of Agriculture at Murray State
University, says "a man will quarrel
after 24 hours without feed, steal after
48 hours, and fight after 72 hours".
While his remarks were made in connection with an appeal for better world
food production, he might be unwittingly offering a solution for disposing
of some of these current demonstrators
around the country who ought to be off
helping fight the war in Viet Nam.
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First Major Flood Monday
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An estimated three and a half t*
four inches of rain poured over Fulton
Clinton, Union City and West Kentucky-Tennessee Monday night, soali
ing already-wet lowlands, flooding
highways and streets, ruining many
crops and causing one death in Clinton.
The general alarm of an impending flood was sounded in Fulton
around 1: a. m. and Lake Street merchants rushed to barricade doors, remove
goods from floors and generally "butSCENES AT 3: a. m. Tuesday morning as flood waters threatened the Fulton business district: (left) that's the Commercial Avenue bridge, with the ton-up" before the surging waters
waters surging up to within six inches of the top; (Center) Banking isn't all white-collar work, as this pair will testify. Board member Jim Butts, left, should arrive. The waters never quite
with broom, and Vice-President Harold Henderson, with mop, opened up the Fulton Bank and barricaded the front entrance, standing ready to mop or made it . . . stopping just six inches
sweep if 'flit water got past the barricade; (right): Mary Jo Westpheling, left, and her overnight guest Debbie Drerup of Dresden, wade out into Lake short of the overflow point on Harris
Street to show you how deep the water was for a time.
Fork Creek, but causing water up to a
foot deep in the South Fulton residential area around the creek. As far as
could be learned, no houses had any
water in them, although in a number
of cases it came up to the front porch.
The rains stopped around 4: a. m.
Bill Edelen, job corps representaAnnouncement of the appointConstruction of a new office buildand
within an hour the water had left
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Development
ing for Southern
pany in Fulton will begin in the near ter of the First Methodist Church in Council office at Clinton on July 17, Fulton streets.
Highway driving in the area was
future, and is scheduled for completion Fulton was made last Friday in Mem- 18, 19, from 8:30 a. m. to 4:30 p. m. to
interview applicants and explain the extremely hazardous from midnight
and occupancy by August 1968, the phis.
Rev. Comes, 45, has served as program. Applicants must be boys and until dawn, with all roads out of FulNews learned Wednesday.
ton in every direction covered with
The new office building will be pastor of the Millington Methodist girls between the ages of 16 and 21.
water at various points. A woman
located on the site of the old office- Church for the past five years. He and
Those who have already signed up
switchboard building at the corner of his wife have four children, the young- for the job corps will be sworn in on driver, reportedly from the Ridgeley
lost control of her car while comMain and Washington streets, which est of which are twins.
Tuesday, July 18. They will be noti- area,
up
ing
Ky. 94 in the Willingham Botwill be razed to make room for the new
The new minister and his family fied as to the time.
the car left the road, which
toms,
and
structure, according to plans.
will move to the First Methodist parwas
flooded.
She is reported to have
sonage on Third street on July 18, and
escaped unharmed.
he will deliver his first sermon here the
A Reelfoot Packing Company
following Sunday.
truck,
leaving Union City Tuesday
He succeeds Rev. Homer Johns,
morning, skidded and overturned on a
who was transferred to Brownsville,
Northwest Tennessee Economic mud-slick US 45-W south of Union
Tenn., as district superintendent.
A revival will begin at the Mt.
Development Council has received a City, strewing its load of 8,000 pounds
Pleasant Cumberland Presbyterian
Federal Grant for a job-training pro- of meat along the highway; the driver
Church, near Bells City, July 16, with
gram in this area, Robert W. Brandon, escaped with cuts on his leg.
Extensive crop damage was re
Rev. E. A. Mathis conducting the serExecutive Director, announces today.
vice each evening at eight o'clock.
The $544,580 grant, Operation ported in the Harris area of Obio
in ten years" one
Homecoming will be observed on
Mainstream," will provide job-training County, "the worst
July 16, with Rev. James Lawson, pasTwin Cities Youth, Inc. will spon- for 150 enrollees in the Counties of resident stated. Most of this flooding
tor of the church, conducting the sor its annual picnic next Tuesday July Lake, Dyer, Weakley, Obion, Henry, came from Harris Fork Creek. By commorning worship. Pot-luck dinner will 18 at the city park. A ham supper will Lauderdale, Fayette, and Haywood. parison, Obion in Obion County rebe served on the lawn with singing in be served beginning at 5:30 p. m. with The program will run for 50 weeks and ported only a half inch of rain, little or
the afternoon. All singers are invited all proceeds going to benefit the pro- will pay the enrollees $1.40 per hour no rain fell in the Samburg area, and
much less rain than
to participate.
gram.
while they train for jobs in the areas Hickman reported
Fulton.
in
fell
A warm welcome is extended to
E. W. James and Sons Super- of maintenance, sanitation and beautithose who would like to attend and market is arranging for all contribu- fication in the counties in which they
0E0 GRANT ANNOUNCED
worship with the members of this tions of food for the affair, and will do live.
church.
Congressman Frank A. Stubbleall of the preparation in the kitchens
The grant also provides for a Proof their store in South Fulton.
ject Director, Counselor, Secretary, field Tuesday announced approval of
Tickets are $1 for adults and 50c and Bookkeeper to work at the Ever- a $9,580 grant from the Office of EcoTRANSFERRED TO COLUMBIA
ett-Stewart Airport Office and a Coun- nomic Opportunity to Mississippi
Leon Johnson, manager of the for children.
A color TV will also be given selor-Coordinator and Clerk in each of River Area Development Council at
Friendly Finance office here, has been
transferred to a similar office in Co- away during the evening, and tickets the eight (8) counties. Applications for Clinton, Kentucky. Grant is for prolumbia, Tenn., and will move to that are now being sold by the youngsters enrollees and staff members are now gram administration and will serve
city July 20. A successor here has not in the various teams of the organiza- being taken. The program is expected Hickman, Ballard, Fulton and Carlisle
counties.
to begin August 1, 1967.
tion.
been named.

Telephone Company Plans Rev. George Comes Named Interested In Job Corps?
New Office Building Here Methodist Minister Here Come To Clinton July 17

0E0 Grant Announced
For Upper Tennessee

Revival Begins July 16
At Mt. Pleasant Church

Benefit Picnic For TCY
Is Next Tuesday Al Park

FHS Classes of'46,7,8,Readying For Joint Reunion
Holt, Eddie Holt, Leon Mann, Carolyn
Mann, Jean Feenwick, Jo Hall
Clas& members, along with their Scruggs, Martha Moore, secretary and
families, will come from all over the Aubrey Glasco.
United States to attend the big Fulton
The out-of-town members of the
High School four - class reunion here
class are: Mrs. William C. Nichols
1946
this weekend.
Class members living in the Ful- of Lansing, Mich., Mrs. Morris Cobb of
Twin Falls, Idaho, Mrs. L. Ring of
ton area are:
Class of 1946 — Jean Dallas, Wayne Mich., Tommy Weaks, CharlesHelen Williams, Edmond Khourie, ton, W. Va., Mrs. Stanley Parham of
Betty Heltsley, Jack Austin, treasurer, Texas City, Texas, L. C. Bone of OakVirginia Jones, Bill Johnson, Marilyn land, Calif., Mrs. Hal Seawright of
Jean Clayton, Bill Parrish, John Joe Texas City, Texas, William Hill of Decatur, Ala., William R. Kelley of OrCampbell, and Martha Frank Jolley.
Class of 1947 — Ray Steele, Pa- lando, Fla., Mrs. Elias Williamson of
tricia Steele, Pearl Mann, Helen May, Murray, Mrs. Jane Strange of MemBobbie Crutchfield, Dick Meacham, phis, Tenn., Jack Merryman of NashBetty Ann Brown, Wendell Butts, ville Tenn,. Mrs. John Padgett of
Betty Lou Adams, Gene Bard, Juan Frankfort, James L. Carter of Temple
Prather, William Moss Kimbell, Sarah Terrace Fla., Troy Glidewell of Miami,
Ellen Stroud, Jane Smith and Paul Fla., Mrs. John D. Handy of Newport
News, Va., Mrs. Robert E. Lynch of
Kasnow, general chairman.
Class of 1948 — Harlon Craven, Paducah and Dathal Ruddle of Gary,
Guinell Tucker, Mary Jeane King, Ind.
The out-of-town members of the
Mary Lou Rushton, Freddie Roberts,
Billy Joe Speight, Charles Thompson, 1947 class are: Holland E. Boaz of
Jere Warren, Joe Mac Korkman, and Bowling Green, James Earl Bowen of
San Rafael, Calif., Jack Browder of
Terry McMahon.
Class of 1949 — Barbara Smith, Bartlesville, Okla., Neil Etheridge of
Mary Catherine Hancock, Shirley Little Rock, Ark., Billy Joe Forrest of
By Ouida Jewell

Memphis, Darrell Fuzzell of Woodland Park, Fla., Billy Mac Bone of Miami,
Hills, Calif., Dr. Lloyd Grimes of Fla., William E. Byars of Mayfield,
Mount Airy, N. C., Dickey Holloway of Bobby Carney of Satellite eBach, Fla.,
St. Louis, Mo., Major James K. James James Earl Collins of Homewood, Ill.,
of Annandale, Va., Dr. Jere B. Lowe of
Craven of Whitehaven, Tenn.,
Harrisburg, Ark., Eugene Pigue of Curtis
R. Davis of Atlanta, Ga., Mrs.
Joe
Dr.
of
Murphy
Lexington, Major William
Middletown, R. I., Don Samons of Margaret Green of Belleville, Ill.,
Memphis, H. C. Sams, Jr., of Bardwell, James Reed Holland of Albuquerque,
Gerald Tyner of Rialto, Calif., Hunter N. M., Joe Holland of Warren, Mich.;
Whitesell of Frankfort, Dr. Danny Mrs. Sue Jewell Stucin of Hollywood,
Baird, Mrs. Otis LeCornu of Gibson
Calif., Mrs. Lewis Maxberry of ChamCity, Ill., Mrs. George W. Sutcliffe of
Petalum, Calif., Mrs. Frank Hodges of paign, Ill., Bobby McKinnon of GerRoute 2, Paducah, Mrs. Harold Hoff- mantown, Tenn., George M. Nall of
man of Route 1, Versailles, Ind., Mrs. Evanston, Ill., Wayne Norman, of StatBilly G. Gordon of Andrews, Texas, en Island, N. Y. Tip Nelms, Memphis,
Mrs. Howard Weeks of Dallas, Texas, Mrs. Jack Chapman of Paducah, Mrs.
Miss Miriam Grimes of Memphis, Mrs. Robert Potterfield of Millington,
Clayton Lyons of Lakeland, Fla., Miss Tenn., Mrs. Champ Traylor, Salem,
Edith Earl Lancaster of Nampa, Idaho, Va., Dueal H. Williams of Memphis,
Mrs. Dave Prather of Union City, Mrs. Kenneth Merridith of Somerset,
Tenn., Mrs. James Hart of Kansas City, Ky., Mrs. Paul Eby of Nashville, BilMo., Mrs. Thomas Vowell of Valley lie Campbell of Bowling Green, Mrs.
Station, Ky., Mrs. Edward Chapman Pat Connell of Louisville, Milton Maof Alton, Ill., and Mrs. William T. theny of Newark, N. J., Doyle Shupe
of Murray, Mrs. Helen Turley, EngleJohnson of Route 4, Murray.
wood, Calif., Mrs. Charlotte Taylor
The out-of-town members of the and Royce L. Bynum of Marion, Ky.
1948 class are: Miss Jacquelyn Bard of
(Continued On Page Eight)
Memphis, Mrs. Marilee Truitt, Winter

Editorials
THE FULTON COUNTY NEWS
Thursday, Yuly 13, 1967

We Wish We Could Say That The Harris Fork Floods
Will Never Happen Again, But You Know Better!
Many people seem to be under the
impression that the flooding problems
with Harris Fork Creek have been forever arrested with the construction of
the water-retaining reservoirs a few
years ago.
It is true that the reservoirs have,
and are doing a good job under severe
cloudburst conditions such as we experienced last Monday night, but that
doesn't mean that we won't have another flood sometime. When nature
unleashes its full fury—and it might
not happen but once a generation or
more—the average restraining measures that man has prepared are pretty
futile.
We have in mind a couple of glaring examples.
In one city, a creek about the size
of Harris Fork flowed through the
northwest business section, and used to
be a real problem-child during heavy
rains with its flooding, eroding banks
and disreputable appearance. So one
day the city fathers decided to install
two gigantic tubes, each two miles
long, big enough to contain more water
than had ever been known in flood
times. The creek was hidden from
sight, the tubes did their job, and in a
few years a new generation grew up
not even realizing that the creek waters flowed under the area. Cloudbursts came and cloudbursts went, and
all was under control.
Then a couple of years ago a par-

ticularly-furious storm dumped something like six inches of water in the
area in an afternoon, and the manmade tubes were no match for their
job; the city experienced its worst
flood in 30 years . . . and the younger
generation found out to their surprise
that there was a creek under the district that was an historical troublemaker. And as far as is known, they
just cleaned up the mess, left the drainage system alone, and will probably be
safe for another 20 or 30 years.
And then there is the historic flood
of a couple years back that caused such
devastation in Florence, Italy. Florence also has its trouble-making
creek, nicely contained in high-bricked
walls, and its sometimes-stormy Arno
river, often a raging torrent, but wellcontained in stone walls through the
city. Neither had given the city any
major trouble in hundreds of years, but
both remained potential problems.
When a huge territorial rain swelled
both beyond the containing point, they
went over their man-made obstructions and created the city's worst flood
in 500 years.
So, as the old saying goes, "keep
your powder dry." Keep the doorbarricades where they can be reached,
keep the sandbags where they can be
utilized on short notice . . . and hope
that the time is past when we will ever
need them again, but know that it
isn't.

grated plant on the Mississippi at
Wickliffe. These are big potential customers for Kentucky-grown timber,
but not captive customers. They will
have to be "captured" by growing betBefore the white man came, what ter and cheaper timber here than the
is now the state of Kentucky was one new mills can obtain outside the state.
mighty forest, standing almost unbrokWestvaco- will soon have profesen by clearings from the ridges of the sional foresters in this section who will
Appalachian mountains to the sloughs be available to advise West Kentucky
along the Mississippi River. Early farmers on which lands they can most
travelers, writing of that primeval profitably grow trees, and how to do it,
forest, described it in terms of awe and But private companies, even the bigwonder. One pioneer likened its end- gest and most progressive ones, cannot
less fastnesses, its dim, high towering be expected to do the complete job of
arches, to a mighty cathedral.
timber-growing promotion and educaFirst the farmers, then the com- tion that Kentucky needs.
mercial timber men, stripped this forThis state has a good but quite
est away. But it is a proved fact that small forestry division, which some
Kentucky can grow fine trees, for conservatives are already urging be
every purpose, and it is a.known fact expanded. This should be done by the
that this natural resource is very little next administration and the legislautilized today. Despite the fact that ture. A greatly strengthened state forthousands of acres of what was once estry department could send its own
farmland have been allowed to "go experts to study Weyerhaeuser's new
back to nature" in this state, the result forest management techniques, for exis mostly scrub and weed-trees. Nature ample, and seek means of applying
requires hundreds of years to restore them in Kentucky. It could learn much
cut-over or burned-over land to. the from the techniques already successclimax forest woodmen know as virgin fully applied in other, nearby states.
timber.
And it could teach these profitable lesThe Weyerhaeuser Company, a sons to thousands of owners of idle
huge concern that pioneered tree-farm- land throughout the commonwealth.
But this sort of program will reing back in 1941, grows trees commercially on 3,000,000 acres in the North- quire much more money than Kenwest. The company has just announced tucky is now providing for forestry.
its development of a new concept in At present, the agency can give only
forest management that will increase limited control of fire and pests. The
its annual timber crop by one-third. appropriation of adequate funds, and
After 20 years of research, Weyerhaeu- establishment of an adequate stateser is putting millions of dollars into wide forest service, should commend
this faster plan for growth and harvest, themselves as worthy projects for the
as a practical, money-making matter. Farm Bureau Federation, the KenKentucky has one relatively-small tucky Chamber of Commerce, and —
paper mill a-building on the Ohio yes, even the state AFL-CIO, for new
River in the west-central part of the timberlands will produce many jobs.
— Paducah Sun Democrat
state. West Virginia Pulp & Paper Co.
is beginning to construct a huge, inte-
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SIX MINUTES MORE
Americans work 2 hours and 25
minutes each day just to meet their
federal, state and local taxes. This is
an increase of six minutes in the past
year, according to the Tax Foundation.
In contrast to the tax bite, John Q.
Public works only 1 hour and 26 minutes to provide for his housing, 1 hour
and 14 minutes fct food and tobacco,
40 minutes for transportation, 30 minutes for clothing, 19 minutes for recreation, and 21 minutes for medical expenses. All other expenses take up only
1 hour and six minutes of his day.
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Dear Auntie,
Your last letter came to me as
bit of a surprise. I did not expect
that you were so aware of the
meaning of human greatness. For
us mice to speak of greatness
seems something of a contradiction, for I suppose that of all God's
creatures, we are thought to be the
most lowly. Maybe because we are
so cruelly associated with our
cousin, the rat, whose very name
is a derogation.
But isn't it surprising sometimes
how in the warmth of conversation
with another that there is a statement made which is of great wisdom and depth? I have heard little questions asked and thoughts
expressed by the simplest of people which compare to the wisdom
of great philosophers and phychologists. There is something in us all
that is quite beyond our own understanding. And at times, we express
the longing of our souls in thought
and questions which are worthy of
the greatest minds.
You see, Auntie, we are persons.
And that is the great mystery of
our selves. The mystery of our inner self is beyond even our own
understanding. What we are and
Who we are in the inmost self is
hidden even from our eyes. Likewise, therefore, we are a mystery
to our neighbor. Even to those to
whom we are closest, we are not
completely revealed. The reason for
this is that the "person" is essentially a mystery.
It is in moments of deep communication with another "person"
alone that we begin to reveal that
which we are. Through the communion of spirit person-to-person
we become a revelation to ourselves and to the other. It is
through a dialogue of our inmost
thoughts and feelings that we grow
to the maturity of what God has

HEADS BENT LOW
A stooped old man and a young man
Chanced to meet one day;
The younger man said to the elder,
In his usual braggart way,
"Why don't you walk up straight like me?
That's no way to grow old;
It's all a form of habit,
At least, that's what I'm told."
The old man gave him a knowing look
And said, "My dear young friend,
Have you ever examined your wheat fields
And noticed the heads that bend?
If not, just look them over
As the harvest time draws nigh.
You'll find the heads that are empty
Are tall and standing high.
"But the heads that count in the harvest
Are filled and bending low,
Awaiting the reaper's sickle Their time is short, they know."
And as the young man passed on by,
He slowly bowed his head;
No doubt, he pondered many a day
On the thing the old man said.
— Unknown
imminffiemmotiourmenumicommonionviatioututimumminnomm
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COTEbItT
By Prend• Rowlett

Why not come by the Fulton .'ublie Library and check out on of
the exciting books recently re vived from the Department of Libraries?
Some of the interesting non-fiction books available include:
IT ALL STARTED WITH HIPPOCRATES by Richard Armour.
Richard Armour is a speciahst. He
simultaneously maissages the cerebellum and the funny bone, which
Likes considerable dexterity. The
treatment consists of reading to
oneself or aloud any of his numerous books of humor and satire. The
patient feels better at once. Not
only the patient. but the doctor will
feel better after reading this one.
Drawing upon his acquaintance
with medicine, the author explores
the development of the healing arts
from the Stone Age, when the chief

complaints were gallstones, kidney
stones, and stumbling over stones,
to Medicare and diagnosis by
computer.
REPORTER IN RED CHINA by
Charles Taylor. With rare authority, Charles Taylor evokes the atmosphere of Peking, as well as the
provinces. He describes the attitudes of the younger generation
and explains the political techniques of China's leaders within the
country itself, including the incredible logistics of staging gigantic "spontaneous" rallies and antiAmerican
demonstrations. REPORTER IN RED CHINA is not a
book of interviews with politicians
or government spokesmen, but
rather a personal and persuasive
portrait of the Chinese themselves:
how they live, think, act, and what
they want—as well as what they
. _ .

FROM THE FILES:—

Turning Back The Clock-1

(Continued on Page Seven)
are led to want. Because of his remarkable experience, Mr. Taylor's
conclusions—and predictions—carry unusual weight. But he does not
make moral judgments.
FRESH FROM THE LAUNDRY
by Inca Chase. Venturing behind
the Iron Curtain may not be everyone's bowl of cherries, but armchair travelers will delight in the
adventures of Ilka Chase and her
husband, Dr. Norton Brown, on
their amusing, sometimes frustrating foray to the Communist countries of Hungary, Bulgaria, Romania, Czechoslovakia, Yugoslavia,
and to definitely non-Communist
Greece. Here in her fourth travel
book, Miss Chase gives humorous
advice on how to cope with bugged
hotel rooms, interminable passport
examinations, "People's State"
plumbing, low-wattage light bulbs,
and phones inexplicably out of
order. She also gives many valuable tips on where to stay and what
to see and do in these fascinating
countries not yet commonly visited. Much of the traveling was
done by car, and readers are treated to the laughable adventures of

two panic-stricken Americans at
the hands of wild and wanton
chauffeurs as they traverse the
Balkan countryside Throughout,
the narrative is enlivened by Dr.
Brown's excellent photographs and
wry ser e of humor. The Browns
have fun in the Balkans, and so will
readers of FRESH FROM THE
LAUNDRY.
POST TRUE STORIES OF
COURAGE AND SURVIVAL by
THE
SATURDAY
EVENING
POST. The stories in this distinguished anthology come from the
pages of THE SATURDAY EVENING POST. Specially selected for
this edition by Posr editors, these
gripping accounts portray the human spirit triumphant against the
greatest odds created by man, nature, and the hand of fate. Witnessed here are courage and the
will to endure in many unusual and
diverse circumstances. The dramatic accounts will be read with
fascination and awe by everyone
Who enjoys a contest and thrills to
see man face the ultimate challenge.

and David Crockett Cook, son of Mr. and Mrs. D.
C.
Cook of Mt. Pleasant, Tenn. The wedding will be
solemnized August 17. Mr. Cook is a junior partner in the
Cook Furniture Company in Mt. Pleasant.

Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Dodge of Clinton announce the
engagement of their daughter, Hazel Christine, to Warren Bard, son of the late Mr. and Mrs. Albert Bard. The
July 18, 1947
date of the wedding will be announced later.
A story that began with a romance after World War I
and ended with a reunion after World War II was told
Mrs. Sterling Bennett honored her daughter, Rosto us last week, when Mrs. Selmo Conn, a native of Ful- alyn, with a
party on her 13th birthday on July 11 at
ton was reunited with her mother, whom she had not their home on
Green Street. Guests were: Shirley Easseen for 23 years. Yvonne Prevost Conn, a native of ley, Louise
Hancock, Joan Latta, Lois Read Lewis of AnBearvais, France, became enamored of a young Ameri- chorage, Ky.,
Joan Joyner of Macon, Ga., Donna Pat
can soldier who served in France during the last war, Bragg and
Diane Bennett.
married him and left her native land to make America
her home. After World War II Mrs. Conn brought her
Mrs. Ernest
mother to America and she is now making her home Friday morningFall, Jr., was the gracious hostess last
to a coca-cola party, complimenting
with Mr. and Mrs. Conn.
Mrs. James Milner of Huntingdon, W. Va. Guests attending were: Mesdames Goldwin Lewis of Louisville,
An enthusiastic meeting of the Chamber of Com- Ward Bushart, Harry Bushart, Glenn Bushart, Lawmerce was held on July 15, when approximately forty rence Holland, Maxwell McDade, Hendon Wright, Hormembers attended the first meeting of the organiza- ton Baird, Ward Johnson, Frank Beadles, Charles Robtion's club year. Dr. R. V. Putnam, newly elected presi- ert Bennett, Bill Browning, Miss Mary Swan Bushart,
dent, presided. Ladies in attendance were Mrs. Clarice and the guest of honor.
Thorpe, Mrs. Elizabeth Snow, Mrs. Jo Westpheling and
Mrs. Wilmon Boyd, Chamber secretary.
Route Three: Miss Betty Foster was honored with a
birthday party last Friday night. It was her 14th anniMiss Mattie Virginia McClain, formerly of Fulton versary. All guests had a wonderful time and followed it
and daughter of Mr. and Mrs. W. B. McClain, has ac- by going to Fulton's most popular show, the Malco.
The REA electricity was turned on July 9th at 3:30
cepted a position as teletype operator in the communication department of Braniff International Airways in p. m. Everybody is happy over the event, as it was three
years coming through.
Dallas, Texas.
Latham: Relatives and close friends attended the
New officers of the Rotary Club are: Happy Hogan,
president; Paul Hornbeak, vice president; Leron Can- wedding last Sunday at Oak Grove Church of Christ of
Mr. Darrell Wright and Miss Melva June Vaughan. The
non,secretary; F. E. Williamson, treasurer.
bride is the accomplished daughter of Mr. and Mrs. HarOf interest in Fulton is the engagement of Bonnie vey Vaughan of this community. The groom is the son
Louise Nanney, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. G. L. Nanney, of Mr. and Mrs. Hobert Wright of Martin.
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Mr.C. N.Bee
WHO WILL SPEAK FOR OUR
BANK IN OUR ADVERTISING

David Hazelwood
Selects Lipscomb
For Fall Term
DaCtid Wall Hazlewood, son of
Mr. and Mrs. James IlazIewcod,
105 Norman, has been accepted
for admission at David Lipscomb
College, Nashville, Tenn.
A 1967 graduate of Fulton High
School, he will enter Lipscomb in
the fall and expects to follow a
general liberal arts program.
Registration for the fall term at
Lipscomb will be held Sept. 25, and
first term freshmen will report on
that date for a two-day orientation
program. They will begin classes
Sept. 27.
Lipscomb is a senior liberal arts
college with an enrollment of 1800
expected for the fall quarter. It is
church affiliated and is gyrated,
staffed and supported by members
if Churches of Christ
In addition to offering major
academic programs leading to the
B. A. or B. S. degree in 27 different
fields, Lipscomb requires daily
Bible classes for all students.
..•10•1111111111111••■••
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DA NANG, VIETNAM July 3_
Marine Corporal Cleatus L. Walker, son of Mr. and Mrs. Cleatus S.
Walker of Route 1, Water Valley,
Ky., is in DaNang, Vietnam serving as a member of the First Marine Aircraft Wing.
As a part of the Marine Corps
air-ground team, he is engaged in
activities supporting y. S. and
allied ground forces participating
in combat operations.
Aircraft of the wing airlift troops
to battle zones, evacuate wounded
personnel, fly resupply missions,
attack enemy personnel and installations, and provide close air
support for the ground forces.

S. P. MOORE & CO.
140 broadway, South Pulten
Phone 474-1044
—Armstrong Inlaid Linoleum
—Vinyl and Tile
—Downs and McGee C•rpeting
—Upholstering, Modern
Antique
—Viking Kitchen Carpeting
—Jim Martin Paints

Complete Roof
Planned Protection
See us for - - Your Insurance Needs

Rice Agency
Fulton

472-1341

SHOPPING—Furniture such as this, constructed in
the State Prison Industries' newly established furniture plant at the State Penitentiary, Eddyville, will
soon be available to several State agencies. Dr. Ray
Hayes, right, superintendent of Central State Hospital, Anchorage, checks over a sample item with hie
business supervisor Donald Maxey. First production
order for the new furniture plant is for 30 of these
combination dressers and closets for the Kentucky
Children's Home, Lyndon. Only State agencies may
purchase the furniture.

"Gourmet Quality" Hating Gives
New Status To Quality Kentucky Ham
The honor of buying the first
country ham certified by the State
Agriculture Department as a "Kentucky Gourmet Quality" product
belongs to State Agriculture Commissioner Wendell P. Butler.
Butler predicts "thousands more
of them will be sold" as a result
of a new State Program to promote and expand Kentucky's country ham industry and to focus national attention on genuine Kentucky country hams.
The program includes spending
$30,000 during the coming year to
advertise the product. The State
has set minimum standards that
each ham most meet before it can
be certified as a State gourmet
quality item.
Producers are participating in
the program on a voluntary basis,
Butler said. He predicted that the
State's country ham industry—
presently worth about $30 million
annually—could climb to $100 million annually during the next five
years as a result of the program.
The State Agriculture Department's division of markets has the
responsibility of approving country
hams and certifying them with the
new gourmet quality tag.
Harold Bray, division director,
said four men are busy checking
an estimated 25.000 hams now being cured by 18 producers and pro-
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This week the City National Bank will introduce a new
advertising series featuring a friendly little gent who will appear
each week to offer a bit of homespun philosophy, to make announcements of public interest and to highlight the various services available at the City National Bank. If you will turn to page 4 of the
paper, you can meet MR.C. N.BEE.

HISTORIC COURTHOUSE
The courthouse at Greenup con
tains records of the earliest history of that section of Kentucky,
including letters of Abraham Lincoln and Jefferson Davis.
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ducer-groups taking part in the
program.
Before a ham can be tagged
"Kentucky Groumet Quality," it
must be inspected and meet requirements for weight, type-of-cnt,
trim, color, shape, saltiness,
aroma and age.
"Response and cooperation by
the producers have been excellent
and the department expects greater participation as many snore producers have indicated they want to
take part in the program," Bray
said.
He reported that some producers
who had hoped to take part in the
program have been turned down
because their hams did not meet
requirements, "mainly because of
trim, shape and color."
"Our fieldmen, however, offered
suggestions to these producers on
what changes to make in order that
their hams may qualify," he added.
Bray said his fieldinen will also
make routine checks of alreadycertified hams on the retail level.
"Those hams that do not meet
standards will be pulled out," he
declared.
program, according to
The
Bray, "is designed for both large
and small producers, and the oast
for inspection is minimal—four
cents per ham—so the program can
eventually become self-supporting."
Two full page color advertisements in Kentucky editions of national magazines, advertisements
in State newspapers, gourmet and
food shows, special features by
food editors and other promotions
are planned—all featuring Kentucky country hams.
Other Kentucky products may receive "Kentucky Gourmet Quality"
labels and similar promotion if the
ham program is successful.
Working on the program in conceit with the Agriculture Department are the Kentucky Department
of Public Information, Governor's
Commission on Agriculture, and
the University of Kentucky.
Producers interested in the new
quality-seal program may obtain
more information by contacting
Bray.

FIRST SPINNER
Ann McGirty operated the first
spinning wheel in the West at Fort
Ilarrod, now restored as a State
Park at Harrodsburg.

America the Beautiful...
Is Everybody's Job
It's the job of every family that spreads a plcniC out a
roadside table.
It's the job of every boatman who cruises the
lakes and waterways.
Every driver, every walker, every flier.
That's why our Association throws ith wholehearted support each year into the Keep America
Beautiful campaign.
Lovely country we have here. Let's keep it that way.
UNITED STATES BREWERS ASSOCIATION, INC.
P. 0. Box 22187, Louisville, Kentucky 40222

Subscribe To The News
Insulation — Roofing — Storm
Doors, Windows — Awnings,
All Types of Siding including
Carports and Patio Covers
20-rear-guarantee Reynolds
Aluminum

TWIN CITY HOME
IMPROVEMENT CO.
Bill Taylor
400 Main
PHONE 1724997

City National
Bank
;1*
*TA
MEMBER FDIC

Lake Street

Fulton, Ky.

Engagement Of Judith Ann Burton Chestnut Glade Club
To Ronald Stevens Announced Today Meet At Owensby Hole
Mr. and Mrs. Jack T. Burton announced the engagement of their
daughter, Judith Anne, to Ronald
L. Stevens of Peoria, Illinois, son
of Mr. and Mrs. Richard J. Stevens
of Kansas City, Missouri.
Miss Burton received her bachelor of science degree from Murray
State College. She was a member
of Alpha Omicron Pi sorority and
of the Women's Athletic Association. She has taught at Sequoia
Junior High School in Fresno, Cali-

fornia, for the past three years and
is presently director of the Girl
Scout camp located on Catalina
Island.
Mr. Stevens was graduated
from the University of Missouri.
He served with the United States
Marines and is now associated
with Huber, Hunt and Nichols
Construction Company, Inc.
An August wedding is being planned.

The Batik dyeing process for
decoration of fabrics was demonstrated by Mrs. Jim Burke when
the Chestnut Glade Club met for
the regular meeting on the beautiful lawn of Mrs. Laverne Owensby,
Mrs. Burke also stated that a great
amount of interest is being shown
in the ceramic work which several
club members and others have
been doing recently.
The three C's in the essential
care of milk and milk products

were named by Mrs. Laverne
Owe nsby in the report she gave on
information recently obtained at
the county-wide meeting for the
Feed and Nutrition leaders. She
also explained the ABC's in nutrition and meat s“bstitutes.
Mrs. 0a-vin Morrison, health
leader, urged that for good health
milk should be regularly included
in the diet.
Mrs. Myrtle Temple, consumer
ethics ion chairman, led a discussion on "Beware of Bargains' 'in
buying for the home and family.
The song, "Let Me Call You
Sweetheart" was sung by the
group, led by Mrs. W. C. Morrison.

The devotional was given by Mrs.
Ada Rhodes, whose topic was
"Christian Raft", with appropriate scripture readings. The recreation was directed by Mrs. Laverne
Owerisby and won by Mrs. Johnny
Hazelwood. Mrs. Harvey Vaughan
was winner of the door .prize.
Delicious ice cream torte and a
cold drink were served to the members arid two visitors, Mrs. Jeter
Wheat and Mrs. Joe Johnson.
The July meeting will be in the
home of Mrs. Nancy Rober, a
member of the Dukedom ('bib,
who has invited the Chestnut Glade
Club to be their guests in the club
visitation project.
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DEALER WANTED
SHELL BY-PASS STATION
Doing excellent gallonage. Will finance right
man.

INTERSTATE OIL COMPANY
Phone 472-3951

Fulton
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Sharon Hackett,Bride-Elect, Honored
In Afternoon Tea At Pirtle Home
Miss Sharon Hackett, whose wedding to David Pirtle wil lbe solemnized on August 5, was the inspiration for a Sunday afternoon tea in
the home of Mrs. Carl Pirtle at
Water Valley. Hostesses were Mrs.
Pirtle, Mrs. Billy Reed Pirtle and
Mrs. Joe Mac Reed.
Guests were received by the honoree wearing a green linen sheath
and Mrs. Pirtle, wearing aqua
voile. Miss Hackett was presented
a corsage of white carnations. Gift
arrangements of summer flowers
were used throughout the house.
The tea table was covered with an

HOSPITAL NEWS
Patients in Fulton hospitals on
Wednesday, July 12, were:

imported cut-work linen cloth over
yellow and centered with a large
crystal compote of yellow summer
flowers. Crystal candelabras with
yellow tapers flanked the centerpiece.
Assisting in serving were Mrs.
Mable Pirtle, Mrs. Herman McKeel, Mrs. Virgil Arnett, Mrs. Hal
Kizer, Mrs. Reginald Williamson,
Miss Sally Pirtle and Miss Judy
Hooctenpyle. Presiding at the guest
register were Miss Linda Douglas
and Miss Danna Bennett.
Punch, decorated cakes, mints
and nuts were served to aPProxim.ately one 'hundred and twenty
five guests, who called between the
hours of two and five.

Fulton Artists
Exhibit Works
At Paducah Show

FULTON HOSPITAL
Brenda Gattis, Mrs. Lizzie Murphy, Mrs. Annie Barham, Mrs.
Alice Hicks, Baby Madding, Mrs.
Nell Fry, Mrs. Fronie Giffin, Laura
The tenth annual members' exBright, Mrs. Bessie Green, Presley
Campbell, Mrs. Harvey Maddox, hibit of the Paducah Art Guild in
Miss Inez Binford, N. G. Cooke, the market house continues through
Mrs. Nancy Wade and baby, Ful- the month of July.
ton; Clarence Oliver, Mrs. Linda
Fulton artists exhibiting are
Dexter and baby, Mrs. Jewell Mesdames T. T. Adams, W. M.
Adams, Harry Shupe, Mrs. Radie Adams, W. S. Atkins, Wilmon
Carter, South Fulton; Mrs. Alta Boyd, Willie Homra, and Ray
Perry and baby, Route 1, Fulton; Hunter. The show is a large and
Mrs. Zora Parks, Route 5, Fulton; varied one with a number of new
Mrs. Grace Lawrence, L. J. Boyd, members exhibiting for the first
Biggs Roberts, Wingo; Mrs. Norah time.
Oliver, Route 2, Wingo; J. S.
Gallery
hours are Tuesday
Meadows, Route 1, Wingo; Mrs. through Saturday 12
to 4, Sunday
Sarah Pirtle, Luther Weaver, Mrs. 1 to 5, closed on Monday. The
pubNancy Dixon, Water Valley; Miss lic is invited. There is no
admission
Eunice McAhster, Route 1, Water fee.
Valley; Miss Sherri Chaney, Hickman; Mrs. 'Freya Williams, Route
2, Hickman; Swarm Jones, Route 4,
:Hickman; Buford Walker, Clinton;
Mrs. Artie Wray, Mrs. Nell Stroud.
Crutchfield; Mrs. Ma Bowen,
Route 4, Dresden; Mrs. Blanche.
Carter, Martin; Mrs. Dorothy MaMiss Pattie Hixson was hostess
son, Route 3, Martin.
at a Coke party last Thursday afternoon, at the home of her parHILLVIEW HOSPITAL
ents, Mr. and Mrs. E. L. Hixson,
Mrs. Creddie Atkins, Mrs. Oscar honoring Miss Nancy Williamson,
Newman, Raymond Harrison, Mrs. bride-elect of Phillip Putnam.
H. L. Hardy, Mrs. Lincoln McThe home was lovely with arManus, Mrs. Claude Kimbell, Sr., rangements of roses and glads
Miss Margaret Hargrove, Fulton; throughout. Coke, sandwiches and
Paul Wade, South Fulton; Jewell dips were served to about fifteen
Watts, Mrs. Dora Nall, Clinton; J. guests from a table centered with a
P. Owens, Louis Tibbs, Wingo; bride.
Bobby Glisson, Water Valley;
The hostess gift was an assortGeorge Cunningham, Dukedom; ment of kitchen utensils and an atMrs. William Traywick, Bruceton; tractive recipe file. Each guest
Claude Russell, Route 1, Lynnville; presented the honoree with a re
A. W. Tarver, Crutchfield.
ripe.

Coke Party Honors
Miss Williamson

Who reads the ads in the paper?
I don't.
So why should I advertise my
store when I don't even read the
ads mysell?
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Of course men don't read ads; men are strict
ly in the minority as buyers in the family. 88',
of everything bought in the home is bought either
by the women, or the selection is influenced by
them.
Women are ALIVE each week to what's going
on SPECIAL in the stores, and that's why we read
the Fulton SHOPPER each Wednesday and the
NEWS each Thursday. To a woman, advertising is
"news" of what is able to save her money.

Kentucky !
Bolt ed-In

MR. C. N. BEE SAYS:
YOU CAN TAKE IT WITH YOU — to your
savings or checking account at City National... or
you can mail it in our Deposit-by-Mail envelop. We
welcome your Savings or Checking Account at City
National.

•

•

Cita]
'Alt' NATIONAL BANK
FULTON

KENTUCKY

1

The Fulton Shopper goes swinging up and down the streets of Fulton and
Clinton ... up and down the highways and byways of EVERY SINGLE MAIL
ROUTE IN THE ENTIRE FULTON TRADE AREA every week of the year,
singing a song of "best" buys in merchandise and services.
The Shopper is Fulton's SWINGIN' paper . . . live, newsy, well-printed
and delivered into the mailbox each week, right on schedule. Six-thousand, two
hundred mailboxes, to be exact, and that means it reaches twenty-five thousand
pairs of eyes.
The FULTON SHOPPER Is published each week by THE NEWS
209 Commercial, Fulton.

uly 13, 1967

Annual Vaughan Family Reunion Mrs. J. W. Elledge Dies Following Long Illness;
Attended By 80 From Far And Near Services Will Be Held Thursday Afternoon
Approximately eighty relatives
and friends were privileged to attend the annual Vaughan faanily reunion, which has been held by the
family for many years.
The oldest relative attending was
Mrs. Wilke Vaughan Parker, who
is ninety-two years old. Many attending were from a distance and
probably the longest distance
traveled was by Mrs. Sandra Straw

ince righl

'ANY
Llion
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• PILOT OAK
Mrs. 0. F. Taylor

and five sons, Michael, Ricky,
Timmy, Mark and Jeffry John
from Omaha, Nebraska.
Others attending were: Mr. and
Mrs. Arthur Smotherman of Detroit; Mr. and Mrs. Jim Reily,
daughters Laura }Catherine and
Anne,. and Mr. and Mrs. Billy
Melchierson of Houston, Texas;
Mr. and Mrs. V'endell Foley and
five daughters of Chicago; Mrs.
Annice Triers of Cabin John, Md.;
Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Dalton, Oscar,
Jr. and Alice Ann of Florence,
Ala.; Mr. and Mrs. Ray Washburn
from Gallatin, Tenn.; Mrs Geraldine Foley Holcomb and daughter
Beth of Nashville; Billy Foley of
Centerville, Term.; Mr. and Mrs.
John Orr of Laurel, Miss.
Also, Charles Martin, and we of
Hammond, La.; Mrs. Van Brann,
Mrs. Opal Pounds of Memphis;
Mr. and Mrs. Zank Foley and
Ricky of Union City; Mr. and Mrs.
Bernard Foley, Mr. and Mrs. Harold Foley, Dennis and Ray, Mr. and
Mrs, Cleburn Foley, Ronnie and
Teresa, Mr. and Mrs. Dee Foley,
Mr and Mrs. Raymond Wall, Mr.
and Meta Darrel Wright and Maw,
Mrs. Hoyt Kennedy, Mr. and Mrs.
Jewel McNatt, Mr. and Mrs. Irvin
Brunctige, Mr. and Mrs. Ches Mor110011 of Marten; Mrs. Earl Gossum
and David of Calvert City; Mr. and
Mrs. John Verhine, Mrs. Etnora
Vaughan, Mr. and Mrs. Willie Harwood of Fulton; Raymond MeNatt
and Kenneth Parker of Dukedom;
Mrs. Eunice Surlee of Greenfieki,
Tenn., and Mr. and Mrs. Harvey
Vaughan.

We've had plenty of rain this
past week, but no storms.
Thomas Turbeville has come
home from the hospital in Paducah. Hope he continues to improve.
Tuesday guests of Mr, and Mrs.
Vodie Floyd were Mr. and Mrs.
it W. Huddle, Mr. and Mrs. Bob
RudcUe of Fulton and Mr. and Mrs.
Herschel Floyd of Mayfield.
Mr. ard Mrs. John Yates had as
guests one night last week Mr and
Mrs Willis Yates of Mayfield and
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Yates.
Mrs. Hattie Puckett spent the
week-end of the Fourth of July
with her son and wife, Mr. and
Mrs, Norman Puckett, of Lone
(kik
Mr. and Mrs. Revel Moody visited their aunt, Mrs. Maggie Pankey,
Tuesday afternoon of last week.
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Rowland
and Daryl of Roseville, Mich., are
vacationing in Kentucky at this
time, visting their parents, Virgil
Rowland of Pilot Oak and Mr. and
Mrs, Hall of La Cerise.
Mr, and Mrs. Martin Givens of
near Water Valley were guests of
Mrs. Hattie Puckett one afternoon
last week.
Mrs. Edith Yates is much im•
proved and visited Mrs. Ira Raines
one afternoon recently.
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Burnham
Seventy-two public and bookmoof Detroit and Mr. and Mrs Lowell
bile libraries from throughout KenBurnham and son of Pennsylvania
tucky have completed a two-week
have been visiting Mr. and Mrs.
workshop on the use of audioDeward Wilson and other relatives
visual materials and reference serin Kentucky. These mentioned and
vices at Kentucky State College in
,-ome other relatives spent one day
Frankfort.
at the lake recently.
State Librarian Margaret Willis
Miss Molete Morelock of Indiana
said the workshop, sponsored by
and her sister of Florida were
the college and the State Departguests of another sister, Mrs. Er.
ment of Libraries, introduced the
veinRowland, and her husband a
participants to "the latest types of
few days last week.
audio-visual materials and equipMrs. Gertie Horton of Folsom.
ment."
dale is visiting her sister, Mrs.
The librarians inspected audioHattie Puckett, of Pilot Oak.
visual materials at the University
Mr, and Mrs. B. H. Lowry and of Kentucky
and the Library DeMr. and Mrs. B. G. Lowry attend- partment
Miss Willis said.
ed the funeral of John Ladd ThursDr. Carl Hill, President of the
day, held in Hopkins and Brown college.
called the workshop "an
Funeral chapel at Clinton.
excellent example of cooperation
Mrs. Ruth Crittenden visited her between our State College
and the
daughter, Mrs. Mildred Wallace, in Department of Libr-ries."
Mayfield last week.
Master Keith Lowry of Dukedom
.pent most of last week with his
An estimated 214 million youth
.,.:randparents, Mr. and Mrs. B. G. are now engaged in some phase of
Lowry, of Pilot Oak.
4-H work.

Funeral services for Mrs. J. W.
Elleclge will be held this (Thursday) afternoon in the First Baptist
Church in Fulton, with Rev. James
Best, minister of the church, officiating. Burial will be in Green-

Of all the
great Bourbons,
which is No.1
in Kentucky,
the home
of Bourbon?
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Mrs. Rachel Waldrop of Cinci. ..;
four brothers, C. C. Hardwick of
Bangs, Texas, M. R. Hardwick of
Angleton, Texas, C. P. Hardwick
of Valley Mills, Texas, and W. A.
Hardwick of Meridian, Texas;
three sisters, Mrs. Lillie Baker of
Kerrville, Texas, Mrs. D. W. Wickman of Gilmer, Texas, and Mrs.
John F. Cox of Walnut Creek,
Calif.; nine grandchildren, Mrs.

Robert L. Vidrick of Clevelanr.
Ohio, James ri. ivaldrop and Jea Elizabeth Waldrop of Cincinnat
Michael Dean Waldrop, with tb
U. S. Navy at Great Lakes, Ja
Pigue of Hopkinaville, Jerre Pigi.
of Richmond, Charles Pigue
Cincinnati, Eugene Pigue of Lei
ington, and Mrs. Larry Depp
Owensboro; also twelve grandchi
dren.

"SUPER-RIGHT " BLADE CUT

eca

What
Quality
Beef Does (t7 55t)
C
A&P Sell?
LB.
FROM FULLY MATURED BEEF

Odo
/
v

English
Cut L.

Chuck Steak (Blade Cut) Lb 49t
WeinersSluilleb
Skinless U.S.D.A.
Frozen Grade A ri:n912Pikbg
Lb.39t
Turkeys
(AL 4r 7 cl)3x 79
•
Chicken Livers'°s
2.09
Breaded Shrimp
U.S.
Cut-Up
whole lb. 29c
FRYERS
Super-R ight

That's a fair question. But not an easy one to answer because
we have our own quality standards, different from any other
meat merchant

Libraries Finish
Workshop On
Audio-Visual

•

lea Cemetery. liorrebeak Funeral
Home is in charge of arrangements.
Mrs. Elledge, 82, died Tuesday,
July 11, in the Fulton Hospital,
following a long illness.

She was born in Mississippi, the
daughter of the late Mr. and Mrs.
Milton R. sod Nancy Stepp Hardwick, and had lived in Fulton since
1922. Mr. Elledge preceded her in
death in 1957. She was a member
of the First Baptist Church, the
Ruth Sunday School Class and the
Fulton Woman's Club.
Surviving are two daughters,
Mrs. Ramelle Pigue of Fulton and

These standards don't fit exactly the familiar terms you know
for grades of meat. As an example, did you know that some
beef, graded U.S. Choice, just doesn't meet our "Super-Right"
specifications? It's true You see ... we don't buy by grade.
We use our own high standards to bring you the best values.

11

18 to 22 lbs.

That doesn't mean we don't approve of such grading — not at
all. It just means we're very fussy about the beef we label
"Super-Right" It stands to reason we have to be or A&P
wouldn't be America's number one meat merchant
Are "Super-Right" Meats a good reason for shopping A&P?
They're one of many!

D. A. INSPECTLD TOP QUALITY

lb. 35c
NO LIMIT — NONE SOLD TO DEALERS

COPYRIONT 01%7.TR!MCAT A

Fresh Produce

awasmillattli

WHOLE OR CRACKED

OVEN FRESH

U.S. FANCY 125 SIZE

U.S. NO. 1 CALIFORNIA LONG

Wheat Bread Glazed Donuts White Potatoes Winesap Apples

99,
4

SA

c
39

104

1-LB. LVES.

Gold Loaf Cakei
T a
e

4

69c

0LI. BAG 684

DOZ.

13
3 8C

10 F"

lb. 7c

New Green cabbage
Guaranteed-Good Groceries...All Value-Priced!

49t Leaf

29c
Crackers's= 2 "
Bi
1 49t
d
dexolá
sec.
3
Margarine
Grapefruit 4 lc`a-nb.s 89t
28t
Peanut Buttei.n.a.2 J-59t
Crac ers
19t
Cake Mix ,CN:liarvm--- 7,10t
Sausage
Applesauce rate 3 49t • .
Ketchup Bot 2 45t
ice Ice Milk Juice.
Pork n' Beans'77,249t
25
49 Potatoes
Salmon .I'arre""
65t
Clorex Bleach 1/2 Gal. 35c
Tea Bags
89t
Time To Win up to 1000'-) SILVERDUST SUNSHINE `Play Bonus Bingo Win Cash & Products
DETERGENT
RINSO
No Purchase Required
81-Lb.
135
(64
Sheffield
Steinlew Steel
Pkg. of 5

Boxes

A&P

A &P

69,

PURE VEGETABLE OIL
QUART
6-0Z.
BOTTLE

0

1-Lb. Pkgsl

SC)"
Champion

11-0z. Box

SNACK
Wilson's
VIENNA

Ann Page
(20 Or.

MARVEL

4-0z. Can

140z.

31 in

iNTd!
G
hee
.
OFR:
Real Thing
&Prom

FAF

C.:

C,

A&P Frozen

Kentucky Straight Bourbon, 00 Proof a 100 Proof
Bottled -In-Bond, Yellowstone Distillery Co., Louisville, Kentucky.

IA-GAL.
rt"
CTN.
FLAVORS
ALL
(SAVE 10t)

1-L"an

Our Own

Pkg.

of i°°

THE
HILTON INN
IS A
HONEYMOON
HIDE-AWAY!

Mrs. Cavitt
George Latham
Mayme Merryman
Mrs. Helen Hardy

1

HILTON
[IMM

Adjacent to
Municipal Airport
on Interstate 70

Hide away in a luxurious chalet on our
12 acres ... adjacent to the Municipal
Airport. There's tennis and shuffle board
courts and a swimming pool. You'll love
your "honeyroom", complete with patio
or balcony, gift bottle of champagne
and snack in your room. Munch a complimentary brunch for two...and take
your actual registration card and a room
key as souvenirs when you leave. Yours
for just $24.50 a night.

CALL 314-426-5500

, ale
or write for Honeymoon Brochure, or for advance, private reservations. Hilton Inn, P.O.
Box 6127 lambert Field Branch, St Louis,

Ruby Giffin E. C. Mosley
Betty Malray
,

77

1-rb.
B.
)
3-Le.
7-0Z,
334
BOX

CLIP THESE SLIPS

BPREe
CI v!CORIO
1..1. (.1,
1.91.

Willie Speight

B4

)
1
4
B
PRIZ• •LIF
•wo004.et.

AIced

LAVI
03

111!)

38-0Z.

AA

PKGSIUU

Hine Lives

Tuna And Chlelkeet

Tuna And Lim

"RAfebUOy 2 1:'39SHORTENIG
11112Z4

Spry 21-1,100.e.85t Praise 2
4liase 111 2=45e Isiliase 111

PRICES IN THIS AD EFFECTIVE THRU SAT. JULY 15TH
PHILADELPHIA
NORTHERN JUMBO
. CAT FOOD

Cream Cheese

Shoestring20 01. Bag

NORTHERN BATHROOM

Towels

•

Tissues

4 99t 2
Ave

15t S1ZE
(
330"
Cans
Cars

ROLLS

S 74

9t

4-11011.6
PKGS.

.

C

39t I

NORTHERN

‘

Lunch Napkins
PKG. OF 60 1Ot

e
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FARM NEWS
feed those among us Who hunger.
-"The continuing expansion of
our agricultural export trade while
we extend the helping hand of our
scientific and technical knowledge
in agriculture to the developing
countries, and
-"The assurance that today's
uses of natural resourcessmeet today's needs, but at the same time
are enhanced under productive
uses to undergird our requirements
for the future."

By Chas. W. Martin, W. U. C.
Secretary of Agrigulture Orville
!.. Freeman recently presented to
President Johnson the first printed
:.opy of the revised and updated
Sonservation policies of the U. S.
Dept. of Agriculture.
Secretary Freeman said that the
Department's goal is to "help enhance man's total environment a
untied approach rather than one
lealing piece-meal with one re;ource, or one use, or one purpose
it a time." He strewed that in its
Ainservation policy, the Depart:nent looks to the future but, it is
<pally concerned with the quality
A living today, tomorrow, and in
he years immediately ahead.
Freeman has identified six (6)
major missions for the Depart-nent. One of them is "Resources
n Action," dealing with the reponsibility for renewable natural
resources.
"In all these missions," he said,
-we look to the future-to the year
.000 and beyond-while being pee,
ical about today's needs:
-"The needs of farmers today
Or an adequate income in order to
;upply all our people now and in
he future with abundant food and
Atter farm products,
-"The necessity of applying tolay's research knowledge as well
as placing science in service of
an in the future,
-"The requirement that we build
Setter communities in 1967 as well
as build for the next century,
-"The better application today
of our knowledge for living and the
Setter use of our food resources to

Dog Licenses Are
Now On Sale At
Hickman, Fulton

Hospital beds
Baby beds
Vacuum eleaners
Floor polishers
WADE FIJRN. CO.
?hone 472-1501 Fulton, Ky.

State dog licenses for 1967 are on
sale, State Agriculture Commissioner Wendell P. Butler reminds
dog-owners.
The tags cost $1.50. The State
Dog Law, administered by the
Agriculture Department, requires
that all dogs six months old or older be licensed. The State Board of
Health requires that all these dogs
be vaccinated for rabies.
"The purpose of the deg law,"
Butler says, "is to eliminate stray
dogs and to control rabies."
Licenses are available from local
county dog wardens or from county sheriffs in those counties without dog wardens.
About half of the license money
goes into the State Livestock Fund
for reimbursements to livestock
and poultry producers Who have
suffered losses to stray dogs.
For the fiscal year ending June
30, 1966, almost $26,000 was paid
in livestock loss claims through
the fund, bringing the total claims
paid to almost $446,000 since the
fund was started 12 years ago.
A complete report of receipts
and claims paid for the fiscal year
ending today will be presented to
the State Board of Agriculture at
its next meeting, Aug. 17 in Louisville.,

FULTON IS A GOOD TOWN I I I

It's so nice to have

SPEAS VINEGARS
around the house
booklet, With
FREE.• Vinegar
over 60 ways to use
vinegar in cooking and cleaning. Includes several wonderful pickle recipes and vinegar
tips you probably didn't know.
Write: SPEAS COMPANY, 2400
Nicholson Ave., Kansas City,
Missouri 64120,

SPEAS VINEGAR
• Cider • Distilled

Crossword Puzzle
ACROSS
1. Compass
point
4. Ground
grain
. 9. That man's
12. Horse: slang
13. Awaken
14. Craft
15. Exclamation
16. Sorrowful
feelings
18. Either
19. Indian boats
21.Passive
23. Attempted
24. Talks wildly
25. Tree juice
26. Bone: anat.
28. Radon:
chem.
29. Bitter vetch
30. Woman
43.-and fro
ruler
45. Fodder
33. Wreck
46. Climb
36. Moved
48. Heavy shoes
swiftly
37. Possesses 50. French "he"
41.Terminate 51. Simpleton
53. Female fowl
42.Per

Answers on
PAGE SEVEN

Don't Peekl

STATION
•McCONNEIL NEWS • PIERCE
By Mrs. Charles Lowe
Mrs. L. T. Caldwell •
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Rogers spent
A revival meeting begins at the
Memphis with
Baptist Church on Wednesday, the week end in
Jim CampJuly 12th, at 7:30 p. m. Brother their daughter, Mrs,
Thomas W. Pope of Paducah, for- bell, and Mr. Campbell.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Ferguson
merly of Martin, will be the speakafternoon
er. The public is cordially invited and children left Sunday
Irving,
to attend any and all of these ser- to make their home in
Texas. Mr. Ferguson has been emvices.
ployed there for the last month.
We extend our deepest sympathy Mrs. Ferguson and children have
to the Walter Louis Damron family been staying with her parents, Mr.
--elk-in their tragedy. Walter Louis was and Mrs. Jack Lowe. She called
MAXIM LI FA IttAPERFrtuRE F1(1-1E cope
A woopPeotEC.i'fr5 -rbtiCrUE 155ot-0W
the son-in-law of Mr. and Mrs. this (Monday) morning and said
A30U110,000 DEGPEES...ALMOS`r EQUAL IT cuzies °wiz ilsl4IDE'648IR0 4EpoPIND
Wendell Fisher, who reside just they made the trip fine in fourteen
ROOfED IN FRONT OF rtS eYES!
'TO'THAT OF -NE SUN'S SURFACE!
North from here.
hours.
Mrs. Edith McAmos and grandMr. and Mrs. Austin Conner and
Houston,
of
MeAmos,
Larry
son,
ARE
MEMBERS
WHAT FRUIT
children, of St. Louis, spent the
WHO SUGGESTED THE INVENTION
recently
days
spent
several
Texas
FAMILY?
OF THE ROSE
Fourth of July holidays with their
OF THE FIRST MODERN SUBMARINE?
visiting her aunt, Mrs. Fronnie parents, Mr. and Mrs. Isham ConUnderwood and family, and other ner.
relatives in this area.
Mrs. May Roper is home, after
Sunday visitors in the home of several days in Hillview Hospital,
Mr. and Mrs. H. E. McCord were: and is improving slowly.
Mr. and Mrs. Bill McCord of Fulton
Mr. and Mrs. Tobe McDaniel, of
and Mr. and Mrs. Ellis McCord Moline, Ill., &MCI Mrs. Walter
and Freddie of Union City.
Hutcheits, of Indianapolis, Ind.
L
Little William David Haynie, son have been visiting here over the
of
6E0QT-E 1446WA/67.250-41!'
of Mr. and Mrs. Bill Haynie
Fourth of July holidays.
-64t RpPLE,TR,cHERRy,PLUM,
Paoli, Indiana, is spending this
HE ENCOURAGED A MFMEMATIC[PN
Mr. and Mrs. Kenny Roberts and
RY
AND
ACKBER
efRAvirRRY,
Mr.
VESSELN UNDERWMR
11;) UIL
week with his grandparents,
children, of Paducah, visited Mr.
CLOSELY
ALL
E
RRY
RASP?.
his
while
ei.PLO5IVE
RN
DELIVER
Meadows,
11471- COULD
and Mrs. Jack
and Mrs. Bud Stem Sunday. Mrs.
OUR ROSES!
RELRIT
CHARCsE ID AN New/ SWF'FINO S1N‘< !
parents and brother, Jerry, are Roberts was injured in an autoIndiana.
in
camp
church
attending
mobile accident recently, but is doMrs. L. T. Caklwell, Miss Anna ing fine now.
Boggess
Dorita
Mrs.
Caldwell,
Lou
Mr. and Mrs. Lester Alford, of
• AUSTIN SPRINGS
and children, Brad and Loan, spent Dyersburg, spent Friday night
By Mrs. Carey mew.
Friday at Kentucky Lake State with relatives here.
Joe Martin, County Agent
Park and Kentucky Dam Village.
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Ferguson, of
Union City, Tenn.
Rev. Russell Rogers filled his
Mr. John Blackwell is stationed Troy, spent Saturday here with
Salem
New
at
Antonio,
appointment
San
at
regular
Base
Air
the
at
their children,sate and Mrs. Frank
More than 160,000 pine tree
the past Sunday at Texas.
CROPS JUMP
Ferguson, and grandchildren.
seedlings have been distributed to Baptist Church
16,
July
Sunday,
McAlister
next
On
Walter
m.
Mrs.
a.
11
and
Mr.
persons taking out books from the
with
begin,
will
The rains came and all crops
Sasketchewan,
revival
summer
of
the
children
and
Re85 local libraries in the State
have jumped in growth. The rains
held daily. Rev. Rog- tamada, are spending the summer
DELINQUENCY MEETING
gional Library System. Miss Mar- two services
by Rev. Bobbie months with her parents, Mr. and
have delayed cultivation of soyThe fine Kentucky Youth ConWillis, librarian of the State ers will be assisted
garet
-plowminister. The pub- Mrs. Tom Coates ancl Carol. Mr. ference on Juvenile Delinquency
beans and every field needs
Department of Libraries, says Pruitt, visiting
invitation to attend each and Mrs. McAlister teach school in will be held August 14-16 at Easting. Some soybean fields are so
about 2,000 seedlings have been lic has an
exbe
will
it
weedy and grassy,
Canada and are attending Murray ern Kentucky University at Richdistributed in each county with a service.
tremely difficult or almost impossi- participating library. The seedlings
mond.
Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Bynum and State University.
the
At
clean.
fields
the
ble to get
Mrs. Jack Davania of Branden
are furnished by the forestry divi- children, Gloria Ann and Hal, revisiof
lots
hear
we
time
present
Mrs. Oscar Newman is hospitalsion of the State Department of Na- turned home the oast week, after berg, Kentucky visited Mrs. Dorita
tors and local people remarking tural Resources.
visiting in Orlando, Fla., where Boggess last week.
ized at the Hillview Hospital, Fulabout how beautiful the corn crop
Mr. Buford Gill, of Centerville, ton. We wish for her a speedy re
they were house guests of their
in Obion County looks.
sister, Mrs. Naomi Tuck, son Tennessee, formerly of Martin, covery.
with Clarence
While visiting
We wish to congratulate Mr. and
Richard, and father Rev. T. T. brother of Charley Gill, is hospitalMeeks of the Cloverdale CommuniHarris. They had a nice visit and ized at the Centerville Hospital. Mrs. Jimmie Faulkner on the birth
ty recently, he and I looked at one
ago.
days
several
stroke
of their son, Jason Todd, who was
the Rev. Harris accompanied them He had a
of his soybean fields on Long Lane
We wish for him a speedy recovery, born June 29th.
home for several months visit.
Road that revealed perfect results
Miss Betty Welch of Memphis
Wes Jones, 84, passed away at
from a pre-emergence application
the Volunteer General Hospital in morning, while enroute to Mem- spent the week-end with her parThe University of Kentucky
of Lorox herbicide. Mr. Meeks had
Martin the past Tuesday afternoon, phis. The entire community was ents, Mr. and Mrs. Ligon Welch.
about an acre in the middle Of the Alumni Association has honored
Mr. and Mrs. Carney Wrather
after an illness of several weeks. shocked and saddened when news
field that he had been unable to 250 Kentucky high school students
He is survived by his wife, four reached here. They are members and son of Mayfield spent Sunday
plow because of wet weather, the as winners of its high scholastic
several
sons, four daughters,
of New Salem, Rev, Russell Rog- with Mr. and Mrs. Paul Long and
beans and weeds were about 12 achievement awards.
grandchildren, two sisters, and ers, Rev. James Hok and Rev. Polly.
inches high except for a 12 inch
Letters of notification and con- nieces and nephews. Funeral ser- Harold Grissom officiated at the
Mr. and Mrs. James Withaucks
band along the drill which was gratulation were set,t recently to
were held at New Salem Bap- tri-funeral services. Burial was in and children of Louisville, Ky.
vices
lorox
100 percent clean due to the
the parents of the honor students. tist Church, where he was a mem- Acree' Cemetery, with Jackson spent the week-end with his parpre-emerge.
Award -winners are chosen by in- ber, on Saturday, with Rev. Russell Funeral Home of Dukedom and ents, Mr. and Mrs. Buck Win
Meeks
Mr.
sold
has
Wet weather
dividual high schools and are an- Rogers officiating. Burial was in Bowling Mortuary in charge of all haucks.
on the use of pre-emergence weed nounced at commencement. The
Mr. and Mrs. Tom Brasure and
Pinegar Cemetery. Sympathy is arrangements. The entire comkillers in soybean fields and I be- list includes:
extended all bereaved ones.
munity extends profound sym- family of Detroit spent last week
lieve his'results this year will have
Carlisle County: Ethel Celesta
with his mother, Mrs. Fan Brasure.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Jones and pathy to the bereaved ones.
a number of Cloverdale CommuniJones, Carlisle County High School. children, of Akron. Ohio, are here
ty farmers using herbicides on
Fulton County: William Michael on vacation with parents Mr. and
soybeans next year.
Mrs. Dave Mathis, of this village,
Quinton Boyette who lives near Campbell, Fulton City High School.
Graves County: Elizabeth Janet and other relatives in the locality.
Kenton stopped me recently for us
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Lassiter
to observe his new oiling rig, ap- Thompson, Fancy Farm High
sons, Mark and Stevie, of Marplying Tenoran as a post emerg- School; David Seay Harrison, and
spent Friday night with parence weed killer in his soybeans. Farmington High School; Ruth tin,
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Bu-ton Lassiter,
The oiling rig was doing a real Mason, Lowes High School; Ednear here.
good job of spraying the herbicide ward Stanton Brown III, Mayfield
Mr. and Mrs. Joel Mathis and
into the sides of the bean rows to High School; Thomas Scott, Sedalia High School; Martha Kaye children, of Akron, Ohio, have been
get the material on the weeds.
Williams, Symsonia High School; house guests of his parents, Mr.
TEMPORARY PASTURES
James Lance Cunningham, Wingo and Mrs. Dave Mathis, while on
vacation the past week. They also
}Ugh School.
The new sorghum-sundartgrass
Hickman County: Lana Pyle and visited with all their relatives
hybrids and pearlmillet hybrids
County around the area.
produce good summer pastures, Ricky Cantry, Hickman
Funeral services were held at
6 YEARS
but grow so fast A is difficult to High School.
New Salem Baptist Church the past
., OLD
stock them heavy enough to keep
Mrs.
and
Sunday afternoon for Mr.
90 PROOf
HEAVEN HILL, made from a 1788
them eaten down.
MRED4
Gibson is the Obion County Chair- Harding Ainley and Jackie Mcan
truly
is
formula,
time-honored
Many farmers are having trouble
LABEL)
resulted
whose
tragic
deaths
man for the Pork Council and he Clure,
with the management of these
by
...
in
BOURBON
accident
ALI-AMERICAN
an
automobile
from
would like to have every hog growcrops because they grow so fast.
6 7.--=
tradition, quality and price. Its
er in Obion County attend the meet- Milan, Tenn., the past Friday
Don't let them get too tall before
ing. Other local members of the
and
taste
gentle
aroma,
distinctive
starting to graze.
1=1
:7
committee include Harold Denson
smooth flavor make it "the BEST
Start grazing sorghum-sudan hyand W. 0. Butler. The Pork Council
brids at about 18 to 20 inches
of the Great Kentucky Bourbons.' WO hitt
is an organization devoted to the
high.
improvement of Pork Quality and
-st
V"
CHoovon HIV
Knox Daniels and I were looking
Promotion of the Sale of Pork,
DlotIllorlos, Inc.
elialmaknow
at 25 acres of Sudax that was about
1967
12 inches high before the rains
FARM DATES TO REMEMBER
started, Mr. Daniels was realty
Farm
Meeting
Pork
18
July
ANDREWS
needing to get on the Sudax because his permenant pastures were Bureau Hall, Union City.
Jewelry Company
July 20 - Feeder Pig Sale - DresCounty, Kontudi
getting mighty short. I talked with
Dtitillod Awl Bottled By Herm Hill Distillaia. loc., lirdstsws. Nelson
den.
last
of
later
part
the
Mr. Daniels
week (after the rains) and he told
by Horace Elmo
PUGGY
me that he had turned 110 cows
into the 25 acres and that the
FROM THE THIRD TO
HEAR TOMMY
sudax had grown so much that it
11-1E FOURTH FLOOR'
IS MOVIts*.
was higher than the cows.

OBION COMITY

State Libraries
Distribute Trees

UK Alumni Ass'n.
Honors Area Grads

ugal,
J.1(

Paris For All Electric
Shavers At:

PORK COUNCIL
Next Tuesday night, July 18th,
7:30 p. m. the Obion County section of the National Pork Council
will have a meeting at the Farm
Bureau Hall in Union City. Charles
54 That thing 17. Health
55. Meadow
resort
57 Reimburse 20. Bite
59 Hail!
22. I have
60 English
27. Nimble
letter
28. Lease
61. Chairs
30. Half an em
62. Jewel
31. Sun god
32. Therefore
33. Spring back
34. Relatives
1. Decrees
35. Girl's name
African
2.
38-Pronoun
desert
39. Original
3. For exinhabitant
ample: abbr.
40. Method
4. Liberty
42. Holds up
5. Cut tree
44. Is obedient
trunks
47. Beholds
Belonging
6.
49. Above
to us
52. Charge
7. Employs
8. Sends back 53. Cap

9. Exclamation 56. Like
58. Dad
10. Presser
11. Emphasis 59. Silver:
chem.
eggs
16. Fish
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By H. T. Elmo
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so Lowe

day, J,uly 7, in Haws Memorial
Nursing Home, following a long
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Mrs. John W.McAlister
Mrs. John W. McAlister, 63, died
last Thursday, July 6, at her home
in Water Valley.
Funeral services were held on
July 8 in the Water Valley Baptist
Church, with Rev. H. M. Southard
and Rev. Leon Penick officiating.
Burial, in charge of Hopkins and
Brown Funeral Home, was in Pinson Cemetery.
Mrs. McAlister is survived .by
her husband; two daughters, Mrs.
Bruce Gilbert of Water Valley and
Mrs. 0. J. Batts of Union City;
four brothers, Clyde and Willard
Perry of Wingo, J. I. Perry of
Water Valley and Millard Perry of
Wichita, Wisconsin, and three sisters, Mrs. George Lawrence of
Water Valley, Mrs. Rebecca Wimberly of Clinton and Mrs. Thurmond Stokes of Gonzales, La.

Mrs. Jessie L. Fleming
Funeral services for Mrs. Jessie
Lee Fleming were held Monday,
July 10, iii Trinity Episcopal
Church, with Rev. Robert Burchell
of Murray officiating. Burial, in
charge of Whitnel Funeral Home,
was in Fairview Cemetery.
Mrs. Fleming, 80, died on Fri.

THEPARSON SPEAKS—
(Continued from page Teo)
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designed in us. This is why confes
sum makes so much sense and why
repentance is a necessary step of
returning to an offended friend.
But this is not easy, Auntie.
There is a strong resistance to our
revealing our person. We constantly assume for ourself a role to
play, a mask to wear, that keeps
US hidden. Even now. I write
through a mask of What you expect
of me. We go from one mask to
another, from role to role, from
hat-others-expect to our professional role, from the tolerant friend
role, to the patient listener role, to
the busy not-to-be-bothered role,
es even to our good-christian role.
We isolate ourselves and isolate
our person and so seldom do we
grow to be ourselves. Auntie, this
is not a condemnation, not al all,
since life itself demands of us
many roles. We are lonely behind
the mask. We want to communicate
our person.
Auntie, we as believers have an
advantage. We have a personal
God with whom we are asked to
the
learn
communicate
and
mystery of our person. It is only
through a dialogue that we grow to
be truly human in the stature of
what God expect of us. As we open
our inner self we become a person
in relation to others, prompting
them to open themselves for revelation and growth. This is all based
upon the dialogue of person, a
communion of spirit. Upon that is
born love of one another. Where
there are two or more gathered in
the name of love, God is with
them. That is love. It is taking off
the mask of our play acting and
becoming person-to-person. Auntie,
that is why some ministers and
psychiatrists are so effective in
liberating the human spirit. They
have grown to the maturity of persons. They can establish a relationship as a person before they are
considered in their professional
role.
God is in dialogue with man.
Isn't that what the Bible is? Isn't
that What Christ did to perfection?
To the very degree of being in our
midst as Person, revealing not
Godin-theory at a distance, but
person-to-person?
Auntie, when we discover ourselves as persons through others,
then the barriers of prejudice, bigotry, fear and hale will die to give
place to love.
Loving Nephew,
Churchmouse
Father Glahn

She was born in Fultz. County,
the daughter of William Preston
and Mary Adthe Milner Reed, and
had lived in Fulton all her life. She
served as principal of Terry-Norman School for nearly forty years,
retiring in 1957.
Surviving are one daughter, Mrs.
James H. Isbell of Anchorage,
Alaska; one sister, Mrs. H. H.
Iiiritchey of Hot Springs, Ark.; one
niece, Mrs. E. R. Hefley of Fukon;
three. nephews and three grandchildren. She was a sister of the
late W. Clarence Reed of Fulton
and Mrs. K. Ella Naylor of Dallas.

Miss Eunice Lee Wilds
Funeral services for Miss Eunice
Lee Wilds were held in the Good
Hope Cumberland
Presbyterian
Church, of which she was a member, with Rev. 0. A. Gardner of
Sharon officiating, assisted by Rev.
Paul P. Carnahan Burial was in
the church cemetery, with arrangements in charge of Jackson Funeral Rome.
Miss Wilds, 82, died in Hillview
Nursing Home in Dr4sden on July
7, following an extended illness.
She was formerly a resident of
Route I, Dukedom. She was the
daughter of the late Joe S. and
Lucy Mae Williamson Wilds.
Surviving are one brother, Loyd
Wilds of Route 1, Dukedom, two
nephews, two nieces, three great
nephews and four great nieces.

John H. Newton
John Harris Newton died last
Saturday, July 8, in Madison
Heights, Michigan, following injuries sustained when he fell down
three flights of stairs earlier that
day.
I uneral services iv:11 L.2 held this
(T. ursday) afternoon
at two
o'clock in Barrett Funeral Home at
Hickman. Burial will be in the
Hickman City Cemetery.
Mr. Newton, 59, formerly of
Hickman, was employed in the
maintenance department of the
Dodge Motor Company.
Surviving are his wife; one son,
Billy Joe Newton of Hickman, one
daughter, Miss Judy Newton of
Union City, and three grandchildren.

offers
1). Prompt, courteous ambulance service with 2 staff member. on duty at all times.
2). Credit on
policies.

1eflf1•11SIN

Telephone 472-2331

Burial

ST. EDWARD'S CATHOLIC CHURCH
St. Edward's is the Catholic Church in our community. It repsents to us the oldest of the Christian traditions. It is called Roman from its center in Rome, where Peter its first Pope died in
the year 67 AD and where have lived his 263 successors, and Catholic from a description of its growth made by Ignatius of Antioch
when in 110 AD he called it "universal".

Mrs. Ethel O'Connell
Funeral services for Mrs. Ethel
O'Connell were held yesterday,
July 12, in Hopkins and Brown Funeral chapel at Wingo, with Rev.
Pete Myers officiating. Burial was
in Camp Beauregard Cemetery
near Water Valley.
Mrs. O'Conner, died Saturday,
July 8, in St. Joseph's Mercy Hospital in Detroit.
Surviving are one daughter, Mrs.
Nancy Carnet Bryan of Warren,
Mich., one son, Carl O'C,onriell of
Detroit; three sisters, Mrs. Willie
Brown and Mrs. Henry White of
Water Valley and Mrs. Vera McClure of Paducah; one brother, H.
E. Owensby of Water Valley, and
three grandchildren.

Happy Birthday
The News takes pleasure in
wishing "Happy Birthday" to the
following friends:
July 14: Carmen Rudolph, Helen
Allen; July 15: Melvin Stturgis;
July 16: Milburn Collier, Mrs.
Brooks Henderson, Rose Sisk; July
17: Mrs. John Henson, Jr., Rosa
Wilson;
July 19: Paul Bennett, Becky
Mitchell, Jimmy Thorpe; July 20:
Keith Holloway, Mrs. Flynn Powell, Mike Reed.

The great historian Macualay, though not a Catholic, paid tribute to this Church as he felt compelled by the facts of history,
how it had defied the law of decay which has buried all other institutions. "There is not, and there never was on earth a work of
human policy so well deserving of examination as the Roman
Catholic Church. The history of that Church joins together the two
great ages of human civilization. No other institution is left standing which carries die mind back to the times when the smoke of
sacrifice nose from the Panthenn, and when tigens bounded in the
Flavian Amphitheater. Proudest royal houses are but of yesterday, when compared with the line of Supreme Popes. The line we
trace back in an unbroken series from the Pope who crowned
Napoleon in the nineteenth Century to the Pope who crowned
Pepin in the eighth; and far beyond Pepin the august dynasty ex-

Father Gerald Glahn

tended 'til it is lost in the twilight. The republic of Venice came
next. . . but Venice is gone, and the Papacy remains . . not is
decay, not in a mere antique, but full of life and useful vigor.
"She saw the commencement of all the governments and all
ecclesiastical establishments that now exist in the world; and we
feel no assurance that she is not destined to see the end of them
all. She was great and respected before the Saxon had set foot in
Britain, before the Frank had passed the Rhine, when Grecian
eloquence still flourished in Antioch, when idols were still wor
shipped in the temple of Mecca. And she may still exist in undiminished vigor when some traveler from New Zealand shall, ir
the midst of a vast solitude, take his stand on a 'broken arc* of
London Bridge to sketch the ruins of St. PauLs."

INTERSTATE OIL COMPANY

(Photos Courtesy Gardner's Studio)

Jobbers of Shell Products
Phone 417-3951

Parkway Manor Nursing Home

Henry I. Siegel Company, Inc.

SW Kentucky's newest and most modern
Nursing horn*. For reservation call 472-3386
or write 309 North Parkway, Fulton.
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Fulton and South Fulton

CITY DRUG COMPANY

THE CITIZENS BANK

Your Prescription Drug Store

Make our bank your bank

Fulton, Ky.

Phone 472-1303

Dial 479-1371

Phone 236-2655

Hickman, KY.

PURE MILK COMPANY
FULTON ELECTRIC SYSTEM
At the store or at your doer

Compliments of
Fulion Wholesale Florists
Green florist supplies
Cut flowers

EVANS DRUG COMPANY
"The Royal! Store"

Fulton, Kentucky

Lake Street
Phone 472-3311

Fulton, Ky.

Dial 472-2421

472-1362

418 Lake Street

*mud paimasiosa or

In Operation 66 Years

E. W.James & Sons Supermarkets
Union City, Tenn.

Hickman, Ky.

South Fulton, Tenn.

• Large Display •
• Well Lighted At Night'
• Open Sunday Afternoons •

JACKSON FUNERAL HOME

Hickman - Fulton R. E. C. C.
"Live Better Electrically"

J. B. MANESS & SONS

Greenfield
Phan* 215-2293

—

Fulton

Souvenirs
Excellent Food
Private dining for 250

Authorized Pontiac and Rambler Dealer

Phone 472-1471
101 W. State Line

Dukedom, Tenn.

Greenfield, Teen.

•11=1

'

Antiques

King Motor Company, Inc.
Fulton Coca-Cola Bottling Co.Inc.
Kentucky Avis.,

Phone: 4694414

Park Terrace Restaurant
And Gift Shop

Hickman, Ky.

Member of Kentucky Burial Assoc.

11W

turies. Holy Mass 10:00 Sunday Morning — 6:00 Wednesday Evening.

This Feature Is Published With The Hope 'Pat More People Will Go To Church.
Ills Sponsored By Firms Interested In This Community.
_

Fulton

Greenfield Monument Works

W. D. Powers
Fulton
Phone 472-18V1

The Church was, is and shall be. All are invited to take part In
our worship and learn her rich culture that has survived the cen-

GO TO CHURCH SUNDAY

ANSWERS TO PUZZLE

Whitnel Funeral Home

Introducing Our Churches - God's Agency For Spreading His Love

to'

Phone 479-2271
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76 Area Congregations Begin A Big
Week-Long Gospel Meet AlUnion City
Three and one-half years of planning, working and praying will culminate in the Area-Wide Gospel meeting to be conducted by Churches of
Christ of Southwest Kentucky and
Northwest Tennessee in the Union
City Memorial Stadium Sunday July
16 through Sunday, July 23. The announcement was made today by Lexie
B. Ray, minister of the Exchange
Street Church of Christ of Union City,
whose elders are overseeing the campaign, assisted by some 75 sister congregations.
Mr. Willard Collins, vice-president
of David Lipscomb College, Nashville,
and well-known writer, evangelist,
and lecturer, has been chosen to be the
nightly speaker. Mr. David Davidson,
minister of Columbia, Tenn., and former minister in Martin, Tenn., will direct the congregational singing
throughout the meeting. Both men are
eminently qualified for their responsibilities, Mr. Ray said. Mr. Collins in a
campaign which initially opened the
Nashville Municipal Auditorium spoke
to a standing room crowd one night of
15,400, and to over 90,000 in eight
nights. He has conducted similar meetings in St. Louis, which was televised
nightly, in Corpus Christi, Ft. Worth
and Waco, Texas, in Tupelo, Miss,. in
Pensacola, Fla., and just recently concluded one in Chickasha, Okla. Mr.

Mental Health Services
Now Available In Fulton
The Fulton Mental Health Center
announces that, as part of the regional
program, it is now open on a fiveday
per week basis at the Fulton Public
Health Center. The telephone number
is 472-1760, and appointments may be
made by calling this number.
The regional program will initially provide the following mental health
services through the Fulton Center:
Out-patient care: A psychiatric social worker will be available on Friday
of each week at the center. On -the second and fourth Friday of each month
Dr. Marlowe R. Harston, the Psychiatrist directing the program, will be
available at the Fulton Center for referrals and consultation. Psychologist
services will also be available at the
center on the second and fourth Fridays of each month.
The Business Administrator of the
program, Captain Forrest, emphasizes
that the citizens of the community may
also be provided in-patient care, if such
is necessary, at the Western Baptist
Hospital and Lourdes Hospital, both of
which have agreements with the
regional program to provide these services. He also stated that emergency
psychiatric care could be provided as
necessary and suggested that the Fulton Center number be used for this
purpose also.
Finally, the regional program includes the services of a full-time alcoholic consultant, Mr. John Ross, who is
available through the Fulton Center
for either liaison and coordinating with
local groups concerned with the same
Droblem or for direct consultation
services to patients. He will be in Fulton on Friday afternoon for appointments.
The Fulton County directors on
the Board of the Regional Mental
Health Program include Dr. Glenn
Bushart, Mr. Rollin Shaw, and Mrs.
James A. Whipple.

Jerry Jones. native Fultonian who
left a law practice here with James
Warren to accept employment with the
ridewater Oil Company in Corpus
1.7hristi Texas in 1957, has been pronoted property acquisition coordinator
7or. the company's southern division,
iccording to an announcement last
Areekend.
Jones is married to the former
liara Nell Alexander of Fulton, and the
2ouple has three children, Susan, 20,
Caroline, 14, and Sam, 15. They reside
it 714 Wyckliffe in Houston.

Davidson is known to people of this
area when he served as minister of the
Martin Church of Christ. He directed
the singing- in the Campaign for Christ
held in the Buford Ellington Auditorium at Reelfoot Lake for two years,
and is a capable and soughtafter song
director as well as preacher.
The nightly services at 8 P. M.
will be broadcast on WENK, Union
City, and on WDSG, Dyersburg, nightly on Saturday and both Sunday
nights, and from 12 to 1 daily Monday
through Friday by delayed broadcast.
Financial support has been received from the following Churches of
Christ of Obion county, Tenn.: Mt.
Zion, Fremont, Hornbeak, Kenton,
Troy, Bishop St., Union City, South
Fulton, Obion, and Exchange Street.
In Weakley county, Tenn.: Martin,
Sharon, Bethel, Gardner, and Greenfield. From Dyer county, Trimble.
From Lake county, Tiptonville and
Jones Chapel. From Kentucky, Northside in Mayfield; Fulton, Hickman.

Circuit Judge Woodward C. Tipton, Hickman, and Farland Robbins,
Mayfield will head a delegation of
lawyers from Ballard, Carlisle, Fulton
and Graves countys attending the
District Bar Meeting to be held July
11, 1967, at Ivory Tower Inn, Hopkinsville, Kentucky.
Topics to be discussed will be Economics of the law, public service, and
public relations programs calculated
to enable the lawyer to more efficiently and economically dispose of clients'
business and proposals affecting the
administration of justice to be presented at the next legislative session.
The panel presenting the program
across the state will be led by 011ie J.
Bowen, Lawrenceburg President of
the Kentucky State Bar Association.

Cannon, McKinney Win Top
Honors Al Demonstration Day
Tommy Cannon and David McKinney of South Fulton won coveted
purple ribbons representing first-place
awards at the District Demonstration
day at Milan, Tenn., last Friday.
Cannon was named first-place
winner in tractor and McKinney in
forestry. Both will participate in the
state-wide roundup in Knoxville in
August.
Also named as an alternate winner was Blue Ribbon winner Carmen
Gardner in senior girls electricity.
Others winning ribbons were Bonita
Burrow blue ribbon in Dairy Achievement, Marilyn Hardy red ribbon in
yeast breads, Jan Clement red ribbon
in Horne Improvement and Mary Jane
Cannon, white ribbon in Junior Bread
Baking.

Heathcock, McKendree In Piano
Recital Tonight Ai Martin
Carol Heathcock and Marilyn McKendree of the Twin Cities are among
nine young pianists who will appear
in a short recital this evening (Thursday) at the University of Tennessee at
Martin.
The recital culminates a five-week
study program at the school, concluding a special summer course, and will
be free to the public. It will be presented in the University Center ballroom.
JOINT REUNION
Four graduating classes of old
Central High School in Clinton have
scheduled a joint reunion Saturday
July 29 at Columbus-Belmont State
Park. A potluck supper will be served
at 6:30 p. m.
NEW PLANT MANAGER
Jerry Stewart, a native Hickman
Countian and the son of Mr. and Mrs.
Hilman Stewart of Wingo Route 1, has
been promoted to manager of the Red
Bay (Ala.) sewing plant of Blue Bell,
Inc.
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FIRST PLACE IN THE STATE OF KENTUCKY: Sonny (,,..„kr„ .art,
y
ti r per , representing the
Standard Oil Company, awarding Puckett's service station in Fulton first place in the State in the recently-concluded "Chevron Island" competition staged by the company. The winners, announced June 19 at • dinner at KenB•r Inn on Kentucky Lake, will receive a fall trip to the
Bahamas with the compliments of the Company, all expenses paid. (Those table decorations, incidentally, were done by Vada).
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Owensboro City Schools Accorded
National Recognition By NEA
Owensboro city schools were
named this week as Kentucky's
"Pacemaker" in educational improvement in a nationwide school
recognition project sponsored by the
Association
National Education
(NEA) and Parade, the Sunday
Newspaper Magazine.
A citation will go to the school
system at a July 5 awards dinner
at Minneapolis during the 105th annual NEA convention. The schools
cited for developing the Owensboro
are being cited,for developing the
Owensboro Area Natunal Science
Museum with a mobile unit that
serves school children in a fourcounty area.
Owensboro was among schools or
school systems in 23 other states
and the District of Columbia that
were honored "for leading the way
to better education for America's
youth" by Parade editor Jess
Gorkin and NEA president Irvamae
Applegate.
A dream come true for Dr. Kenneth Estes, Owensiboro school superintendent, the science museum
was designed, he said, to serve a
duel purpose.
"Foremost we wanted display
cases, showing exhibits of any
scientific topic desired by the
teachers or children, to be avail-

able to any classroom within a
four-county area, which includes
public and non-public school systems in Daviess, Hancock, McLean,
and Ohio Counties," Estes explained.
The second purpose was to build
a base museum in which the portable cases could be displayed and
enjoyed by children and adults
alike.
The Owensboro Area Natural
Science Museum, now servicing 72
schools with a total enrollment of
27,290, is sponsored :by federal
funds under Title ft of the Elementary and Secondary Education
Act.
"Teachers in the various schools
merely need to make requests for
the display cases one week in advance and they will be delivered
the following week," Estes said.
"Thi2 objective is to create interest
and to '
- -allenge the inquiring mind
of the child."
"The great value of our science
museum is in the area of motivation. All the broad areas of science
offer exciting challenges to students to delve more derTly into its
mysteries."
Currently the fi_tlds of botany,
zoology, herpetology, ichthyology,
and history are represented in the

Read The Fine Print Before You Buy
"Directory" Ad,Phone Manager Says
Ron Laird, local manager for
Southern Bell here in Fulton announced today that several business firms in Fulton and South Fulton have received Classified Directory Advertising solicitations.
Although the cards which accompany the notice resemble telephone
company involcei, they are actually independent sales solicitations
and are not in any way connected
with Southern Bell Telephone Company or any other. telephone company.
Laird advised local businessmen
to read the fine print on the reverse side of the punched card

which states "This is a solicitation
for new advertising and not a bill,
invoice or renewal for previous advertising". Further it states "This
is an independent publication and
is not associated with any telephone
company or other publication."
"Although this is an independent
company and not associated with
Southern Bell, the impact of the
card has led some people to believe they are being billed by the
telephone company," continued
Laird. This is not the case and persons receiving the cards are under
no obligation to purchase the advertising.

Th
'-of-town members of the
class of 1949 are: L27.oy Brown of
Merry:Iiis, the 1'
Walter E.
Mischke. Jr., of Memphis, James
C. Hancock, Jr., MD, of Memphis,
Bill Wilson of Mobile, Ala., Dr.
John Hyland of Owensboro, George
E. Easley of Seymour, Irul., Otha
Linton of Highland Park, Ill., Mrs.
Patsy Workman Mayor of Memphis, Mrs. Norma Jane Willey McKinnon of Germantown, Tenn.,
Mrs. Norma Phillips Smith of
Memphis, Howard Jones of Camden, Tenn., Capt Joseph R. James,
stationed in London England, Shirley Maxwell of Columbus, Ohio,
Mrs. Betty Boyd Bennett Bailey of
Thomasville, N. C., A. M. Mann of
Corinth, Miss., Miss Joyce Rhodes
of Bridgeport, Conn., Mrs. Barbara
Rose Colley Adams of Akron,
Ohio, Mrs. June Copien Simons of
Los Angeles, Calif., Mrs. Betty
Lou Owen of Mayfield, Miss Joan
Bradley of Memphis, Mrs. Sue
Pirtle Harper of Madison Heights,
Glenn Roberts of Titusville,
Fla., Dr. Burns Davis of Kingsport,
Tenn., Whayne Byassee of Route 2,
Dukedom, Tenn., Mrs. Charlotte
Ann Wiseman Moran of Louisville,
Mrs. Bobbye Ferguson Ayers of
Texas City, Texas, Mrs. Pat Crane
Serafina of Independence, Mo., and
Mrs. Janice Lowe Floyd of Eddyville, Ky.
The two-day reunion will be Friday and Saturday. Registration will
begin at 1 p. .m. Friday at a hospitality room at the Park Terrace.
There will be a Chuck Wagon barbecue at the Country Club Friday
night at 7 o'clock.
Class members will meet at the
Derby Restaurant Saturday morning at 10 for a get-together. Saturday afternoon there will be a picnic
at the city park at 4 p. m. and that
night there will be a dinner-dance
at the country club with activities
beginning at 6 p. m. dance for the
teen-age children of class members will be held from 8 to 12 Saturday night at the Park Terrace.
museum's display cases.
Future plans call for providing
speakers competent to lecture on
any subject in the riatunal sciences
to classes in any of the schools.
Also planned are field trips for interested students and instructors to
study bird life, collect wild flowers,
and collect and study aquatic life
in streams and marshes.

EDUCATIONAL T. V.
Kentucky's 9-million-dollar educational television network will go on
the air over 12 channels in July,
1968.
TROOPER ISLAND
Kentucky State Police and the
Optimist Clubs of Kentucky sponsor Troopir Island in Dale Hollow
Reservoir as a camp for underprivileged boys.
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SHOULD HAVE STAYED HOME
General George Custer livid at
Elizabethtown, Ky., before departing for Little Big Horn country and
his disasterous battle with the Indians.

64

SUMMER THEATER
All five amphitheat rs in Kentucky State Parks now have summer theatrical productions.

63

SUNSET DROWN
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between Martin and Union City
Thursday, Friday, Saturday
July 13 - 14 - 15
Double Feature
Starts At Dusk
Roddy McDonall,
Suzanne Pleshette
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Bullwhip Griffin
and
Guy Stockwell
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Miguel

61

Sunday - Monday, July 16, 17
Double Feature
Starts at Dusk
Debra Paget
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Cleopatra's Daughter
and

60

Bad Girls Don't Cry
Tuesday, Wednesday, July 18 - 19
Double Feature
Starts at Dusk
Guy Stockwell,
Doug McClure
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Johnny Tiger
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afternoon at Baptist Memorial
Hospital in Memphis.

Three Killed
In Smashup
A Paimersville man and his
wife and a 12-year-old Dukedom,
Tenn., boy were fatally injured
Friday morning in a two-car
collision near Milan which also
left seven other persons injured.
Killed in the accident were
Mr. and Mrs. Harding Maley of
Palmersville and Jackie McClure of Dukedom. The Alnleys
died almost instantly while the
youth, a passenger in the Ainley
car, died of head Injuries Friday

WALL PAINT

Railroad cirimr Co.

\le‘
PRICED JUST RIGHT!
43 CHEVROLET BelAir 6-cyt;
automatic, local; sharp.
63 PONTIAC Star Chief with
air and power; low mileage
"A" FARMALL tractor with
equipment; good condition
62 BUICK, with air, local,
sharp
62 PONTIAC Catalina with air
and power; • local car
40 FORD 4-door sedan
60 FALCON 4-door, blue; local
car, good condition.
SO DODGE 4-door sedan
58 FORD wagon, clean, local
car
57 CHEVROLET 4-door sedan
VI, automatic; local car
VI,
57 CHEVROLET 4-door
automatic; local car; sharp.
20-25 other cars, trucks
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King Motor Co.
479-2271

W. State Line
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Tobacco
Firm Sells
Properties
MAYFIELD, Ky.,
Much of the property of W. B.
Kennedy Sons, Inc. has been
sold to a new corporation.
The new corporation, formed
by James W. Marvin, president
of the Kennedy firm, will locate
its main office in Mayfield.
Marvin announced the. sale.
The property which has been
sold to the new corporation ts
located in both Mayfield and
Paducah.
The new firm will be known
as Kennedy Leaf Tobacco Co.,
Inc.
It will specialize in buying,
packing and storing dark tobacco.

PROMOTED—Longtime Tennessee Highway Patrol Sgt. Bill Moore
of 234 South Sixth Street, Union City, has been promoted to the rank
of lieutenant and will be ranking officer in a six-county area of
West Tennessee. Lieut. Moore joined the highway patrol 21 years
ago while living In Trenton, was promoted to corporal in 1949 when
he was transferred to Ripley and came to Union City in 1952 when
He expects to continue living in and
he was named sergeant.
working out of Union City.

Looking for a
Better

Shirt
Service?

Bunyan of Agana, Guam, where
he is head of the science depart.
ment of G e o r g e Washington
High School and Mrs. Bunyan
is head of the department of
home economics at the College
of Guam. The Bunyans, who
have been on the island for four
years, will be visiting Mrs. Bunyang sister, Mrs. Fred Bugg
and family in Clinton.
On display will be a large
number of shells collected by
Bunyan from the ocean around
Guam and neighboring islands.
A sack lunch picnic will be
served at 12:30 with the Columb u s Homemakers furnishing
drinks. Anyone who Is interested
Is invited to join the group. In
case of inclement weather the
picnic and program will be held
in the Columbus Elementary
School Building.

You'll find it
. here; Our
'yoTi Shirts are cus*„ torn Laundered!

/

1-HOUR CLEANING!
1-DAY SHIRT SERVICE
DRIVE-IN WINDOW SERVICE'

HAPPY DAY
PROFESSIONAL
CLEANERS
LAUNDRY
MODERN COLD STORAGE
5. Fulton
201 W. St. Line
Phone: 479.9079
"linliWK313111

CLOSE OUT ON
MATTRESS and
BOX SPRINGS Sets
Regular $79.95 Set
NOW ONLY $44.95 Set
Regular $129.95 Set

Reg. $1.49
Poly Wicker

Slumber Pedic

Laundry Baskets

NOW ONLY $74.95 Set
at 7 p.m, Judges will select the
acts to appear in the show Sept.'.
The Mid-South Fair, Mr,
Moore added, has agreed to accept the local winner as a con-.
testant In the annual Mid-South
Fair Youth Talent Contest and
quite often selects additional
acts for the Memphis show.
The local show will include
eight divisions or classes, including vocal solos and groups,
instrumental solos and groups
and novelty acts.
The first
prize will be $75, with second
and third prizes set at $50 and
$25.

Anny to Write War History
WASHINGTON (ANF)—
The U. S. Army is proceeding in Washington and Saigon with plans for an official
history of the war in Vietnam.
The Army's Office of the
Chief of Military History
plans at least 10 historical
volumes, which will tell the
story of the war as officially
recorded by /the Department
of the Army.

The historical documents
will include administration,
logistics, engineer, and medical activities, as well as
combat and advisory roles.
To support the project, 19
military history detachments,
composed of an officer and
an enlisted man, will operate
at Army headquarters in
Saigon and with each field
force, division, separate brigade, and support command.

— Limited Supply —

Ben Franklin

Raibioaci Saloafee0

202 Like

Lake St - Fulton, Ky.

Fult

Pit Bar-B-One

RAY'S
SANDWICH

Custom Barbequing
at alt times

SHOP
OPEN SUNDAY

BIG HAMBURGERS

4 p. m. - 10 p. m.

THICK SHAM
FISH SANDWICHES
FRENCH FRIES

War College Forms
Alumni Association

leaurWlZe
e

CARLISLE BARRACKS,
Pa. (ANF)—The U.S. Army
War College Alumni Association has been formed for
former students and faculty
members of the Army's senior school.

tp top

KEN •1 ENN UTO SALES

The association will begin
active operation this fall.
One of its first functions will
be the publication of a history of the Army War College.

LADIES SUMMER

DRESSES

1 11111
If you're looking for • real i
"sharp" car, In m• show you
this FORD LTD with air, power
steering and new tires! It is I
light blue, white vinyl top and
dark blue interior.

1

Aids Sales

The association was established to foster a sense of
fraternity among War College alumni and to promote
interest in and support of
the various activities of the
College.

over 200 to choose from- -Reg. $6.99

508 Third St.; Fulton
San Frencisco — Las Vegas

3 CAREFREE DAYS

AU

FOR TWO
6
4— P4441414t
LAUNDRY AND CLEANERS. INC.
Phone 472-1700

Next drawing Saturday, July 22 and drawings each two
weeks thereafter. Red carpet treatment when you arrive
at your destination! Your choice of four plans, See your
OK-PARISIAN routaiman for details; save your statements;
bonus tickets for storage orders! (Our employees and

tadniesovigE

L.,

is;

7.99
8.99 - 9.95

2 for

$5 $3 $15 $11

II

1/2 PRICE
on all ladies
SUMMER HATS
Fulton, Ky.

their families not eligible). (Transportation excluded).
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St6N-5anl.

12.99-10.99

SPORTTNEMt
,shorts_Bi......
$1.99
$2.44
_
_
S219
-$2.99
S199
- $3."
$4.99
___---4."
S539

With the compliments of

218 E.State Lbw

3.99 & 4.99

2 for

I — SATURDAY'S VACATION WINNER
Frank Moore, Jr.
Miami Beach — Disneyland

Of interest, to Homemakers

— The
CLINTON, Ky.
third a n n u a I "International
Day" sponsored by the Hickman
County Homemakers will be
held Thursday. July 13, at
Columbus Park
Guest speakers who will appear on the program at 1 p.m.
will be Mr. and Mrs. W. K.

Cash prizes totaling $150 will
be awarded to the three top acts
in this year's Youth Talent CMtest at the Oblon County Fair,
J. R. Moore, chairman, announced today.
The talent show, an annual attraction at the fair, will be staged Friday night,Sept. 1,at 7 p.m.,
sponsored by radlostationWENK
and the Obion County Fair Association.
Mr. Moore said entries in
the contest already are being
accepted. Entry blanks and further information may be obtained
at the radio station.
"The Youth Talent Contest is
designed to discover,develop and
encourage the entertainment talent of the youth of this area,"
Mr. Moore explained.'The contest is primarily for amateur
talent but any type of non-professional talent of a worthy nature
will be considered for the contest."
Contestants must be between
the ages of 10 and 20 and he
residents of Obton, Lake or
Weakley counties In Tennessee,
or Fulton and Hickman counties
in Kentucky. Auditions and eliminations will be held at the fairgrounds Thursday night, Aug. 24,

Diet 472-3261
North bypass; Ky. side

SECTION

Bunyans To Give Program
For Hickman Homemakers

Talent Show
Seeks Entries

WILSON MOTORS

LAND
()lice and the
entucky spoo1 Dale Hollow
p for under-
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ple injuries.
The three deaths increased
the 1967 traffic toll in Gibson
County to 21. Eighteen deaths
in 1965 set a new all-time traffic
death record in Gibson County but
it was smashed last year when 29
fatalities were recorded. At the
present pace, another alltime record will be established
this year.

Lake $1.. Fulton, Ky.

i-dollar ethicaork will go on
nnels in July,

FULTON KENT'. CF::

Johnny McClure was reported
in serious condition in Baptist
Hospital in Memphis with head
Injuries. Barbara Ainley was
listed In fair condition at Milan
Hospital. Mable Ainley was taken
to the Jackson hospital where she
was listed in critical condition.
Her brother, Harding,also was in
the Jackson hospital with multi-

Other Top Quality Paints
at Bargain Prices —
Check here before you
buy.

L T. V.

THE NEWS

Injured in the other car were
the driver, Mr. Osborne, 35; his
wife, Mrs. Mandy Osborne, 31,
and a passenger, Sarah Cole, 39,
all of Jackson. They were taken
to Jackson-Madison County General Hospital with multiple injuries.

LATEX
$2.99 gal.

-resenting the
Island" cornet! trip to the

W F U L4111
RA 10

Injured in the /Shiley car were
the couple's three children —
Mable Ainley, 14, Barbara /Wiley, 17, and Harding• Gale Ainley,
B, and another passenger,Johnny
McClure, 17, of Dukedom.

100% RUBBERIZED

65 FORD G•laxi• SOO convertible, brand new whitewall
tires; power steering and
brakes; automatic, air.
65 CHEVROLET Super Sports
2-door hardtop VI, 4 in the
floor; local, 1 -owner.
65 PONTIAC Bonneville, factory air, power steering and
brakes; a utonaatic, 4-doer
hardtop, local car.
65 PONTIAC Catalina 4-door
sedan, whitewall tines, powand brakes;
er steering
automatic; farhorY *1'64 VOLKSWAGEN, light green,
excellent condition.
64 PONTIAC Ventura 4-door
hardtop, whitewall tires,
power steering and brakes,
automatic; factory air, turquoise and white; 25,000
actual miles.
64 PONTIAC Bonneville convertible, power steering and
brakes, automatic, red with
white fop.
64 PONTIAC Catalina 4-door
hardtop, air, power steering
and brakes, automatic.
83 PONTIAC Bonneville 4-door
hardtop, power steering and
brakes, automatic, factory
air, light blue ,local, 1-ownor.
43 VOLKSWAGEN, solid red.
CHEVROLET
BellAir Wag43
on, VI, power steering and
brakes; automatic.
63 CHEVROLET Biscayne 24
door, 6-cyl., standard shift.
62 PONTIAC Grand Prix 2-door
hardtop, white tires, power
steering and brakes, automatic.
62 CHEVY II Wagon, good fishing car, good motor and
transmission
. $295.00
62 CHEVROLET 4-door sasien,
6-cyl. straight, good second
car.
61 PONTIAC Brownville, Fewer
steering and brakes, 2-door
hardtop.
61 FORD
G a a x I.. 6-cyl
straight shift, 4-doer sedan,
blue and white.
60 FORD Galindo 2-door hardtop, air, whitewall tires,
automatic.
60 PONTIAC Catalina 2-door
sedan, whitewall tires, automatic.
60 OLDSMOBILE
U 4-door
hardtop, power steering and
brakes, air, automatic.
59 CHEVROLET BialAir 6-cyl.
automatic, 4-door sedan
SS PACKARD sedan, whitewall
tires, power steering and
brakes.
51 FORD pickup truck with
late-model VI Buick motor.

ALWAYS
IN TUNE
WITH YOU

State troopers said the Ainley
car was traveling south on Highway 45-E, between Milan and Medina, when a northbound auto,
driven by John Clark Osborne of
Jackson,
apparently
veered
across the median line. A witness said the Osborne car
swerved out of control after an
unidentified pickup truck pulled
into its path from a side road.
Officers today were hunting the
driver of the pickup.

ktk,,inLY
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New Way To Serve Nectarines

"Nectarine Cocktail Supreme" is that rarity — an extremely
simple, absolutely elegant recipe.
As first course or dessert, this combination of fresh California
nectarines and green grapes in a tantalizing sauce will dazzle
everyone with its beauty and refreshing flavor. Enjoy it several
times during the California nectarine season which runs into
September.
Nectarine Cocktail Supreme
% cup orange juice
2 or 3 fresh nectarines
1 cup seedless green grapes
2 tablespoons sugar
2 tablespoons grated orange
1 tablespoon finely chopped
candied ginger or 1/4
rind
vodka
or
teaspoon powdered ginger
cup
lime
juice
/
1
4
Cut nectarines into wedges to make about 2 cups; put in bowl
with grapes. Combine remaining ingredients; pour over fruits
and toss gently. Cover bowl; chill about 2 hours, tossing lightly
a few times. At serving time evenly divide nectarine wedges upright around sides in each of 4 chilled long-stemmed glasses or
dessert dishes. Spoon grapes into glasses and pour sauce over.
Makes 4 servings.

Take A Short Cut
To Instant Beauty
All year round, but especially in summer, the sweet
sound of instant is music to a
woman's ear. From making a
quick dessert, to having a fast
cup of coffee, to finding shortcuts -to looking pretty in warm
weather, we're always seeking
new ways to do the job easily.
Here are four new short cuts
to instant hair beauty which
you can enjoy free from care.

Looking for adventure? Try
this no-set gypsy style which
travels beautifully fast and
fancy-free.

you'll fall for its updated Empire look. A "perm" sets the
style to make it easy for you
to breeze through summer.

The Everett Carrs To
Observe Anniversary

Mr. And Mrs. Everett Carr
WATER VALLEY, Ky.
— Mr. and Mrs. Everett Carr
of Water Valley Rt. 2, will celebrate their 59th wedding anniversary at their home near Pilot Oak with an open house from
two till four o'clock in the afternoon of Sunday. July 16.
Mr. and Mrs. Carr were married July 21, 1917, near Dukedom. Tenn., with Squire Thacker
officiating.
Their attendants were the late
Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Carr of
Colorado Springs, Colo.
Mrs. Carr is the daughter of
the late Mr. and Mrs. Vodie
Yates of St. Louis, Mo., and Mr.

Fulton Bridge
Winners Named

Like the sporting life? Then
consider the close-cropped
mini-cut. A winning style
which never needs a set, it
keeps you way ahead of the
game.
And to help keep you ahead
on the cost of your-short cut to
beauty, Instant Folger's Coffee
is offering to pay for part of
your next salon visit. Check
your local supermarket or grocery store for details.

THE GIRLS

FULTON, Ky.„
,—Eight
tables were in play at the Fulton
duplicate games Monday and
the Mitchell movement was
pleyed
Winners were: North-South—
first, Mrs. Melvin Clendening of
Martin, Mrs. Bert Cox, Union
City; second, Mrs. W. L. Holland and Mrs. Charles Thomas;
third, Mrs. Paul Nano& Mrs.
Walker Tanner.
East-West—first, Mrs. George
Cloys, Mrs. B. F. Dunavant,
Union City; second, Mrs. Paul
Boyd, Mrs. Fred Homra; third,
Mrs. George Emerson, Clinton
and Mrs. Raymond Smith, Dresden.

By Franklin

Sweet and lovely? Then, perhaps this pretty feminine look
will he your choice. Styled to
flatter most faces, its soft waves
will be seen riding high this
season.

Carr is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
Oscar Carr of Pueblo, Colo.
They are the parents of one
daughter, Mrs. Harold (Mary
Catherine) Hawks; one son,
Charles Everett Carr, who is
married to the former Patsy
Russell; three grandchildren,
Mrs. Jimmie Hudson (the former Harolyn Hawks),Charles Todd
Carr, Tracy Lee Carr; one great
grandson, Brett Anthony Hudson,
all of Wingo.
All friends and relatives are
invited to attend the open house.
No formal invitations are being
sent.

Bridal Shower
Is Given For
Judith Lucia

bride. They wore identical floorlength dresses of light pink satin
and lace. Their gowns were complimented by a pink net headpiece centered by a pink rose.
They each carried a long
stemmed rose.
David Patrick, brother of the
bride, se r ved as best man.
Groomsmen were Kenny Johnson, Myron Coney and Tim Patrick, brother of the bride. Roy
Reed and L. E. Patrick, uncle
of the bride, served as ushers.
The sanctuary was adorned
with greenery and two large
baskets of white gladioli placed
on each side of glowing candelabra.
For her daughter's wedding
Mrs. Patrick chose a rose ribbonen sheath dress and a shoulder corsage of white carnations.
Mrs. Damron wore a blue lace
dress and blue net hat, and a
shoulder corsage of white carnations.
Immediately following t h e
wedding the bride's parents entertained at a reception in the
church dining room. The bride's
table held a four-tiered wedding
cake topped with a miniature
bride and groom and with white
candles on each side.
Following the ceremony the
bride and groom left on a honeymoon trip to Kentucky Lake.

Miss Patrick
Is Bride Of
Gene Damron
— On
FULTON, Ky.,
Friday evening, June 30, at 8
o'clock at Colonial B apt ist
Church in Memphis, Miss Nadens Patrick and Gene Daimon
were united in marriage. The
Rev. H. D. Jordan, pastor, performed the double-ring ceremony.
Miss Patrick is the daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Patrick
Of Memphis.
Mr. Daimon is the son of Mr.
and Mrs. A. J. Damron of Memphis and formerly of Fulton. He
is the grandson of Mrs. Lee
Henry of South Fulton.
Preceding the ceremony, a
series of traditional wedding
songs were played by Mrs.
Wayne Hudson. During the ceremony, Mrs. Leo Gala was soloist.
Miss Patrick, given in marriage by her father, wore a fitted empire formal wedding gown
of white peau de sole and lace,
featuring a scalloped neckline
and wrist-length pointed sleeves.
A floor length veil fell from a
pearl tiara. She wore a white
pearl necklace, a gift from the
groom. Her cascade bouquet of
white roses centered with a
white orchid was carried on a
white Bible.
Mrs. James H. Patrick Jr., of
Birmingham. Ala., sister-in-law
of the bride, was matron of
honor. She wore a floor-length
gown of rose satin with lace
bodice complimented by a white
and pink rose net headpiece.
She carried a pink rose.
Miss Tamara Baccia was maid
of honor. Bridesmaids were
Miss Linda Patrick and Miss
Debby Patrick, cousins of the

11- 114:
FA MII
I AWY

FULTON, Ky.,.
— Miss
Judith Ann Lucia, bride-elect
of Jimmy Childers, was honored
with a miscellaneous shower
Wednesday evening at the home
of Mrs. E. L. Cook.
The honoree wore a princess
yellow dotted Swiss, trimmed in
lace and was presented a gardenia corsage. The mothers of
the bride-elect and prospective
bridegroom were also presented
corsages of gardenias.
Several contests were played
and a party plate was served.
Approximately 40 friends of
the honoree attended and sent
gifts.
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Scout Funds To Be
Sought In Clinton
"—VolunCLINTON, Ky.,
teer workers will canvas Clinton
Tuesday soliciting funds for Four
Rivers Boy Scout Council, according to Harry Brady, chairman.
Workers will begin the day
with coffee and doughnuts served
at 7 a.m, at the American Legion hall on West Clay St.
Team captains are Pete Hakeman, J. D. Barclay, David Sarten, Bobby Bryan, Fred Brock,
Stanley Hopkins and Freddie
Kimble.

Gossum Leads
1st Round Of
Tourney Play
Mike Gossum shot a 77 Friday
to lead the first round of play
in the 4th Annual Western Kentucky Junior Golf Tournament
in Mayfield.
Lee Sims lead the 14-15 year
old group with an 84 and David
Fowler finished with a 78 tr
cop first round play in the 12-13
year old division.
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Coming Next Week!

Merit Gets
Army Coat
Contract

ASEkt

FREE...
WITH COUPON

BELOW

A

Beautiful

MAYFIELI/,
Merit Clothing Co. has been
awarded a contract to make
about $4,000,006 worth of U.S.
Army coats.
Pryor Sutheriin, chief ClaCUtive officer for Merit, said notification to Merit was given today by the Defense Supply
Agency in Philidelphia.
Manufacture of the uniform
coats will begin immediately
after Merit employes return
from their summer vacation
July 17, said SutherlIn.
Over the past several months
Merit has been streamlining
and modernizing its productioa
facilities, said the company executive. This will enable the
company to handle the Army
contract without interfering with
its civilian production, he said.
Sakes of civilian goods for the
fall season have been good, said
Sutheriin, and delivery will be
made on schedule.
The schedule for the Army
contract calls for production
extending through May, 1968.
It is the sixth military contract Merit has been awarded
in the past two years. During
World War II the firm made
MOT* than 2,000,000 garments
for the military services.

Prolossirmal Porto**
of Your Child...
IN LIVING COLOR!!
No Gimmicks—
No Additional Purchase Required

Photographer

A True $3.95 Value

Will Be In Our Store

FREE

With This Coupon!
LIMIT. 2 coupons p•r Family
I coupon p•r child
Si so .0, .4,140.1 chid
A Professional PORTRAIT ef year child in a
desk frame in Beautiful LIVING COLOR. Child
must be accompanied by an adult. ;Extra Coupons In Store.)
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SOUTHSIDE
DRUG- COMPANY

I 4k4
•1
FREE DELIVERY

PHONE

SO. FULTON. TENN.

479-2262

Biggest Values In Town
Incurably romantic? One
glance at this curly cut and

"I don't know . . . Plumes always make me look as if
I'd just heard something I shouldn't have.-

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
•
•

•
•
•

SUMMER SALE CONTINUES! •

BARGAINS GALORE ON THE FLOOR
M'
ens
Children's •
Women's
$3.88 to $5.91
97c to $2.91
M12101170
•
Values to $24.50
Values to $14.00
Mostly Girls
•
While you are in, check our new FALL styles.
•
We think they will be our best lines ever!
•

•
;•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

SUPER 1 COAT

ACRYLIC LATEX

HOUSE PAINT
$795 Quality

HOUSE PAINT
$8" Quality

• Covers Black in One Coat
• Beautiful Semi Gloss Lustre
• 100% Linseed Oil — Long Lasting
• Self Cleaning
• White Only

OUR PRICE $469

NO
PH

• 100% Acrylic Latex
• Excellent Hiding Power
• The Easiest of All Paints to Use
• Fade Resistant
• 2,000 Colors

OUR PRICE

242 C

$469

(Acres
Ft,

TH1 BEST -PA-1NT MONEY CAN BUY!

OPEN

S.P.Moore& Company
140 Broadway
Phone 479-1864

CL

Oirganl
A variety
daunts tin
Day I

South Fulton, Tenn.
JIM MARTIN FACTORY OUTLET

"a.o.aw%.

:

F'ulton, Ky.
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Right to Quit

COME IN... REGISTER NOW FOR FREE CAS4!
1.0.e.dotAlitola43a. ant1)eutte.)841J t'mut Stamp).!!!
PRICES GOOD THURS.- FRI.-SAT. JULY 13-14T.15
AINfr;E,

Quitting a job may be costly in
two ways: not only in terms of
wages, but also in terms of unemployment insurance.
For our system of unemployment insurance is designed primarily to help the man who is laid
off, not the man who quits. In
most cases, the man who quits is
disqualified—for a certain period
—from collecting .any benefits.
But what if you quit not because you don't want to work but
because conditions on the job have
become intolerable?
That does make a difference. In
such circumstances, the law recognizes a kind of "right to quit"—
without affecting your claim to
compensation. You are then entitled to the same benefits as the

sstAkaisattyvt,,uvomakusz, FOR TOP VALUES
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James Lot

6:1
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person who has been laid off.
Consider this situation:
A stenographer had an office
manager who made her life miserable. Over a period of months, he
lashed her with insults and bullied
her with profanity.
When she finally quit and
claimed unemployment benefits,
the company demurred:
"Unemployment insurance
doesn't cover a case like this. After
all, the young lady wasn't fired.
She is unemployed only because
she herself chose to be unemployed."
But the court held she was indeed entitled to collect, since her
quitting was no4—in any fair sense
—a matter of choice at all
In another case, a veteran employee's wages, already at a modest
level, were suddenly slashed 40
per cent in a company reorganization In these circumstances, too,
the court held he had a right to
quit without being disqualified for
unemployment compensation.
On the other hand, you cannot
collect benefits if the grievance that
makes you quit is relatively minor.
Thus:
Compensation was denied to a
man who quit because he resented
the friendly kidding he got from
fellow workmen. The court decided he was out of work not because he was too badly treated but
because he was too easily offended.
Once a near-sighted truck driver, after being involved in three
accidents, was told by his employer
to get glasses.
"I'd rather quit," he replied—.
and he did quit.
But here too, unemployment
benefits were denied. To compensate individuals who quit so frivolously, the court felt, would put a
burden on the unemployment insurance system that it was never
meant to carry.
AA American Bar Associstion public service feature by WNI Bernard.

The Hartlys To
Speak At
Regional W11U
— The
FULTON, Ky.,
annual meeting of ,he Woman's
Missionary Union of Southwestern Baptist Region will be
held at Jonathan Creek Thursday, starting at 9:30 a.m.
Featured on the program will
be the Rev. and Mrs. Hubert
L Hard y, Jr., of Temuco,
Chile. The Rev. and Mrs. Hardy
are natives of ..Fulton, serving
with the Southern Baptist
Foreign Mission Board in Chile.
Miss Ruth Stanley, associate
superintendent of Glendale
Baptist Childrens Home in Glendale, will also speak.
Lunch will be served at noon
In the assembly dining hall.
Tickets will be $1.25 and may
be nurchased there.
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312 COMMERCIAL AVE.
(Across from Excising.
Fasivalturo Company)
OPEN 5 AM — 7 PM
CLOSED SUNDAYS
WE CATER TO
Organizations and Parries!
A variety of cake and glazed
dounts mad* hash daily.
PAY US A VISIT SOON!
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Hydrogeology -'the attempt
to evaluate underground water
resouroes-is providing new job
opportunities. In the future, Dr.
Nelson said, water will become
our greatest domestic problem,
and geologists will be needed
to interpret where the best water
sources are located and how best
to utilize them.
Engineering geology involves
locating dani sites, determining
how and where to build foundations for large buildings and

"CAREERS FOR THE 70's:" GEOLOGY

Geologists First To Explore Moon
(-Careers For The 70's- is written
For today's high school student who is
fixing one of the biggest decisions of
his lit.. What will he be doing the
next 40 years? This series is designed
to inform him of the many choices
available to hien It is prepared by the
Public Relations staff of the University
of Kentucky).

attempting to solve disaster problems.
Dr. Nelson described geology
as a subject that is moving from
a descriptive to a quantitative
science. Undergraduates major.
ing in geology will be expected
to take more mathematics, physics and chemistry.
The University of Kentucky
now offers a master's degree in
geology, and currently is planning a course of study leading
to the doctorate degree.
eATIOtt

One of the first men to explore the moon's surface will
be a geologist.
Dr. Vincent E. Nelson, professor and acting chairman of
the University of Kentucky Department of Geology. says that
of the nearly 30,000 geologists
employed in the United States,
approximately 4,300 are DOW
working in the country's space

FOR
Used living

SELF-SUPPORTING STAIRCASE—These stairs in
the Old State House at Frankfort lead to the House
and Senate chambers. The building houses the Kentucky Historical Society and the stairs also lead to
the Society's museum. The circular self-supporting
staircase, made of Kentucky river marble, is supported by the arch action of each stone step upon the
other and is locked with the top step, the keystone.
To move the keystone one-tenth of an inch would
destroy the entire structure. The building and staircase were designed by a 25-year-old architect, Gideon
Shryock, of Lexington, in 1827.

STOVES
*TORS GUA
30 TO

ALL

MOONDUST TO CORAL—The Geology student of today spends some
of his Urn* examining specimens of rocks and materials gathered from
around the world by the UK Department of Geology Tomorrow he will
examine moondust and specimens from Venus and Mars.

9 a 12 rug
kitchen
4 Used chiffons
Used brapakfast
Used dining rot
New

3 Used

FOR
WhitfieldStwnp At UK

Nelson continued. "The mapping of the bottom of the ocean
and the examination of its resources offers unlimited job opportunities to young people."

Puckett Service Station

Industries are now hiring geologists to search for and examine new uses for nonmetallic
elements, such as talc, gypsum,
cyanide, and asbestos.

4TH AND LAKE STS.
PHONE 471.1732

Juvenile Law
Violators Sentenced
To Sweep Streets
HELP ARRIVES—The extensive recruiting campaign of the Kentucky State Police began to pay dividends when a class of 31 cadets arrived in Frankfort
April 17, to begin 14 weeks of training to join the
force. Entering the doorway to the training academy,
new arrival Thomas Barnett, Winchester, passes
Trooper Robert Breeze, Covington, a recent graduate
himself. Part of Barnett's class will represent an
expansion of the force, the goal of the State Police
since the 1966 General Assembly authorized the addition of 50 new men this year. The State Police are
now accepting applications for another cadet class,
to start in September.

Week Days Onen 7 P. M.
Saturday - Sunday's
Open at 1 P M

•— MuJOHN DAY, Ore.
nicipal Court Judge Ernest A.
Sharp sentences Juvenile law
violators to sweep the city
streets under supervision of a
policeman.
"Everybody likes it except
the defendants," he says. "1
haven't had any repeaters."
Judge Sharp said he "was
searching for a punishment that
would hit the Idds and not the
parents," adding, "It is not In
the public interest to send high
school kids to jaiL"

•

Summer Saving
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WORN OLD

SOLIDSTATE

Stereo
With AM-FM Radio
Regular $299.95

SALE PRICE $209.95
Maple - Mahogany - Walnut

TUESDAY!(NCA)
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AC or DC

Solid Stale Radio
$13.50
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"DEVIL'S
I ANGELS"

OL. C. W,

A new 3-bed
den, 14 bath
•;eting in Hot
vision west 01

Pool Table

'Sun. - Fhn, - Mod.

-A .REAL, 140T
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207 Comr
(On Mar
Easy Terms
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7 FOOT

Now Thru Sat.
BIG DOUBLE HIT

"OUT OF SIGHT"
The Spy Girls
From F. L. U. S. H.

•••=m,

GENERAL ELECTRIC

Foresters believe the bark
beetle annually destroys five
times more timber in the
United States than all forest
fires.

.
"SHANE"
ALAN LADD
VAN HEFLIN

Exchange

ice new 3-b
th electric
oned. Locate.

\T\ WALT DISNEY'S

DISNEY

FROM
WADE'S

)"

WEDNESDAY Thru SATURDAY (GA)
114funhrest*apiary oice laugh,r1
WAIT

GOOD
FUR NI

"v,

a month,- he added.
More and more women are
studying geology, Dr. Nelson
said. "Now that public schools
are demanding teachers in the
field, we expect even more
women to major in geology."
One of the more glamorous
careers in geology is in the exploration and exploitation of
mineral wealth. Dr. Nelson said
the opportunity to travel
throughout the world looking
for new deposits of oil-or even
gold-is limited, "but it is still
possible."
More realistic is the geologist who works for a state geological survey team, or the U. S.
Geological Survey. "Mapping of
the earth's surface is far from
being completed,- he said."The
earth's mineral, metallic and fossil-fuels (coal, oil and gas) deposits must be located and relocated as new veins are developed.Physical oceanography is
another "glamor- vocation, Dr.

root,

Used bodroom
Usoci gas rang.
Used apartment
ranges
Used rofrigairati

program.

Astrogeologists have begun
mapping the moon, using photographs sent from spacecraft orbiting the earth's satellite. They
also train astronauts in basic
geology, teaching them to read
land formations and how to test
for minerals and mettalic crystals. A volcanic ashfield in New
Mexico is used as a training
ground.
One area where the demand
for geologist is rapidly increasing is in education. Colleges and
universities are constantly looking for researchers and teachers.
In the public schools,junior high
schools are replacing general science courses with a course called
"earth science,- where students
learn the basic theories of astronomy and geology: how and
what the earth is made of, what
the atmosphere is composed of,
and how it affects mankind.
"Environmental geology is
another rapidly expanding area
in the U. S.,- Dr. Nelson said.
Federal agencies are increasingly
exploring air pollution, and mineral resources-to determine how
a particular area can best utilize its surrounding ground.
Dr. Nelson said that a person who plans a career in geology must expect to get a master's degree, no matter which
area he hopes to enter.
"The starting salary for a professional geologist is around $.800

OF
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9x12
Braided Rugs
$23.88

SPEED QUEEN
WASHER SALE
Check Our
Deals Before
--You Buy --

60 acres of 1.
with modern c
on State Line
Kentucky,
Onion County.

Beautiful b
dowview Sut
Kentucky,
Beautiful bui
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A very nice
South Fulton

TifiDeliferf
Instant Credit
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WE HAVE GOOD BUYERS look•
ling for real estate fl this area. If
You want to sell property, call or
see Cannon Agency, South Fulton,
Tennessee: phone 479,2651.
•
_ _ ..
SAVE YOUR TIRES, make your
car drive better with expert wheel
alignment at Scales Tire Service.
Phone 472-3531 for appointment, or
lUst drive on.
_
SPARE TIME INCOME

CLASSIFIED
SPARE TIME INCOME
Conechno money and resloronso
NEW TYPE Vuoll ou•Illy coin ooeral
Msuense,s in your area No sell
no To quality you must have car.
KOS, WO 10 ji 900 sash on.
itlefe,
cured by inventory. Seven to twelve
hours weekly ran net pacellent income More loll lune I'or personal
,nterynro write CONSUMER COPPO
RATION OF AMERICA, 4162 E
moo,nob,yd, Syete IDO Dallas TC.1

Refilling and collecting money
from NEW TYPE high quality coin
71214 InCluda WIDOW* nkinlbtr
cperated dispensers in this area.
No selling. To qualify you mast
have car, references, $600 to 82901,
cash. Seven to twelve hours vveek
$12.50 up ly can net excellent monthly ir
Used living room suites
$32.50 up come More full -time. For persons.
Used bedroom suites
$32.50 up intervie.a unite P O. BOX 418.:,
Used gas ranges
PITTSBURGH. A. 15202 Induct:
apartment
gas
size
Used
phone nuiri,aer.
$49.50 up
ranges
Stile up
Used refrigerators

FOR SALE

and for

teous

USED FURNITURE
BARGAINS

ALL STOVES AND REFRIGERATORS GUARANTEED FOR
30 TO 90 DAYS

New 3-piece Oak finish
bedroom suite,
.)
v1e35:"
New Maple Bedstead (sa$
$40.00
$35.00
Tappan gas range,
$15 and up
Refrigerators,
Linoleum rugs, regular, 79c
yard; vinyl, $1.10 yard, cushion
floor, $2.25 yard
Apartment•size electric stove,
$90.00
like new,

buys L.

ts, Muf-

,, Wheel

$5.82
New 9 x 12 rugs
3 Used kitchen cabinets $12.50 up
$10.00 u
4 Used chifferobes
Used breakfast room suites $7.50 u
$49.50
Used &linen room suit*

i Brake
FOR GOOD CLEAN USED
FURNITURE SEE:

Come in and browse around; we
have lots of bargains not adv•rtisedi

Exchange Furniture Co.

AKE STS.
4721732

WADE'S USED

207 Commercial Avenue
(On Martin Highway)
Fre* DIAN
Easy Terms —

Furniture Store
Phone 472-3421
Fulton

REAL EST_V1 E Mil SALE
OL. C. W. BURROW and ROY D.TAYLOR, Brokers

HOUSES
Very nice 2-bedroom house. Den Good
roomy house on Valley
and a fratio in rear. This is an ex- Street. Good buy.
tra good place, quite clean and --nice. Located in East Fulton.
Very nice country home et
house of Dukedom in a good communice new 3-bedroom
of land
ith electric heal. air-condi- ity with about one acre
ioned. Located in iouutlt Fulton. 2 - bedroom house In excellent
with condition. Reasonably priced.
Good 2-bedroom house
tlixtn Street.
en. Nice lot. Reasonably priced Located at 105
Fulton.
-:outh Fulton.
k-bedroom house on unusually nice lot. Good price. Wing°,
Kentucky.
Hcuse which has been completely,remodeled located on a good
lot int Highlands. Priced to sell.

Walnut

2 - bedroom house with bath
and dining room, about 2 acres
of land, located in Crutchfield,
Ky. This house is cony 4 years
old. Priced to selL

Good house, large lot located
Broadway, Soufh
on
Good 2 - bedroom house loca- This place.atan be converted inted in Covington Subdivision, to commercial property. Priced
near South Fulton Baptist Ch- right.
urch. Very reasonable price.
- — Good 7 room house in excelUnusually nice placT in the lent repair, 1 Vs batha, central
country, with about lvs acres gas heat in basement located
of land, located 2v2 miles north on Walnut Street. Owner says
of Fulton on Highway 307. All sell. Price is right.
m odern conveniences.
house on
Good 2 - bedroom
sbith
A new 4-room house
large lot in Highlands. Also
bath. Located in Cayce, Ky
adioming this
five extra lots
Price is very reasonable.
property. Will sell all or part.
If you are in the market for
a home of distinction and can
A nice 2 - bedroom house for.
afford a $30,000 home, I can ced air heat, enclosed garage
offermake you an attractive
Located close to church and
ing.
school in South Fulton.
house with
A new 3-bedroom
A new 2 - bedroom house In
den, 1V2 baths. wall-to-wall car.;eting in Howard MEPM Subdi- Water Valley. Never been occupvision west of town. A good buy. ied. Price is reasonable.

COMMERCIAL PROPERTY
A new modern service station yourself this is your opportun
of
you ity. A reasonable amoun:
doing a good businen:;. If
would like to get in business for cash will handle it.
- -

ITS UP TO YOU

60 acres of level land and house
with modern conveniences. Located
on State Line Road. (cost of Jordan.
Kentucky, on Tennessee side,
Obion County.

good hill Ian
100 acres of
with new house and dairy Darn
Located on black - topped road
This farm is a good buy. Yot
ran get possession soon

BUILD!NC LOTS
Beautiful building lots in MeaFulton,
doyrview SubdIvislon,
Kentucky.

A choice building lot in Coun.

try Club Courts. This Is a come
Beautiful building lots in Highlands.
lot, 105' x 175', located in one o
A very nice building lot
South Fulton.
_
—
We have other property

in the better parts of town.

for

sale not listed

In

this ad.

COL. C. W. BURROW and
BOY D. TAYLOR, Brokers
201 Commercial Avenue. Fulton.
1.t.. 472.1371

ill They Spend It/

fly
Howard F.. tiershner.

Our Disease: Gigantism
the reasons, perhaps
O NEtheofmain
one, for heavy
spending, overgrown deficits and
the excessive
cost of government is the well
known fact that
very few people
are as careful
when spending
other people's
money as when
spending their
own. Thi being
true, it follows
that the more
activity in which
government
lie. Kfr"h"'" engages, the
greater the base for extravagance.
If government is strictly limited as to scope and function, the
volume of extravagance will be
greatly reduced. For example, if
government should take and
spend five percent of the income
of the people, the total amount
of waste would be only one-sixth
of what it is when government
takes and spends about thirty
percent of the income of its
people.
A small but illuminating example of government wastefulness is made clear by examining
the salaries paid to employees on
Capitol Hill. Everyone knows
that Congressmen draw $30,000
a year plus many fringe benefits including free haircuts for
Senators, and half-priced haircuts for Representatives, free
postage, an enormous amount of
free travel, allowances for telephone and telegraph expenditures, and a long list of expensive
pei quibit.e,. But not many peoph_
understand the great extravagance our Senators and Congressmen approve in the form of
salaries and benefits for employees on Capitol Hill.
There are 494 jobs on Capitol
Hill that pay salaries of $20,000
a year or more. Many of these
people work only four days a
week when Congress is in session and little if any between
sessions. The head doorkeeper of
the House is paid $28,500 annually and the House postmaster
$24,500. Chicago's postmaster is
paid only $23,950 for handling
66 times as much mail as the
House postma,ter.
Shorthand reporters who record debates are paid 822,000 a
.year and the men'who.call •the
roll $19,200. The Senate chaplain, who reads a brief prayer to
open each session is paid $15,880,
and the House chaplain only
slightly less. Routine office workers earn $12,000 and messengers
nearly $10,000. Salaries run as
high as $25,890 for the people
who staff the various legislative
committees. Top staff members
for Representatives and Senators, more than 200 of them, get
in excess of $20,000 annually.
Congressional employees may
retire on more than half pay
after 30 years of service. In addition to these salaries, the government also pays another 6's
percent to the retirement fund.
All this is just one tiny corner of the waste that goes on
throughout government operations everywhere. The basic reason for extravagant government,
which is slowly bankrupting this
nation, is the fact that our officials are spending other people's
money for all these luxuries.
Costs are much lower when
people are spending their own
money.

$30,000,0
00,000
in
teens'
purse
by

1970

emphasis has been an informed shopper is further
A new
added to one of the oldest underscored by the fact that
programs for 4-H Club members. The 45 year-old national
4-H Home Economics program
this year features consumer education, according to the National
4 H Service Committee.
The reason for introducing
the consumer section in the program is because of the need for
more guidance in this field in
view of the tremendous buying
power of American teenagers, a
committee spokesman says.
By 1970 teenagers will spend
from $21 to $30 billion. This
compares to Sit billion spent in
1963.
In less than three years, it is
estimated that more than onefifth of the total U.S. population
will be between 10 and 19 years
of age. The purchasing power of
this young generation will exceed anything in the past.
Today approximately 1.3 pillion 4-H youths are engaged in
home economics projects involving some purchasing. Most of
the members are girls, but with
the emphasis on consumer education 4-H leaders expect more
boys to participate.
Their reasoning is that boys
buy clothing, grooming aids,
food, furnishings for their
rooms, record players, records,
televisions and radios.
Girl members buy the same
things plus small appliances,
sewing and interior decoration
items. The importance of being

Fulton, Ky.

today's teens will suddenly become tomorrow's homemakers.
Club members who highlight
consumer emphasis in their
projects will be rewarded by
Montgomery Ward, the program
sponsor.
Awards are six national $500
scholarships, a trip to the National Club Congress in Chicago
for the state winner, and honor
medals for four top members
in the county. Winners are
named by the Cooperative Extension Services which directs
all 4-11 programs.
To help 4-H leaders and members carry out program goals,
the National 4-H Service Committee has published a brochure
entitled "4-H Home Economics
with Emphasis on Consumer
Education."
This educational aid will show
4-H girls and boys, who contribute a sizeable sum to the nation's
economy, how they can get the
most for their dollars.
Among things to do are (1)
become familiar with stores in
the community (2) examine
quality of merchandise and services (3) check brands, labels,
utility (4) compare impulse
buying versus planned buying.
The young consumers also are
urged to study ads, take advantage of seasonal sales, and learn
about cash, credit and installment buying.

• The Office of Personnel Operations is planning to ask
representative U.S. Army personnel in all enlisted and officer military occupational specialties to report this fall on
their duty positions. The information, from questionnaires
developed by. the U.S. Continental Army Command schools,
will becAsele- mist of the Army's new Military Occupational
Specialty Vita Hank, ;I fully automated system of job analysis to get an up-to-date picture of all tasks performed by
Army personnel. Army members will be asked about the
tasks they perform including skills and abilities required.

Open a whole new world of opportunity for yourself. Register
now for our classes. Start any
day.

BRUCE BUSINESS INSTITUTE
The Only Authorized SPEED.
WRITING School in Atartin,
Tem. 308 Poplar St.

JULY CARPET SPECIAL!

501 Nylon
with rubber pad or
32-oz.
Rubber - coated hair 8c
jute pad.
Completely Installed!
A "turn-key" job!
Reg. $6.95 yd. carpet
Reg. $1.00 yd. pad
Reg. $1.00 yd. installation
JULY SPECIAL!

$6.95
YARD
(Complete)

(May be installed later
if you wish).

S.P.Moore& Company
South Fulton, Tenn.
140 Broadway
Phone 479-1864

Area-Wide Gospel Meeting
II

JULY 16-23
UNION CITY MEMORIAL STADIUM

*AMPLE
*PARKING
•
•
•

Explore
Kentucky
Parks
aim/illof
l•
Keetuclry •
Fugtfor •
•
fillid* meson •
Name

Learn SPEEDWRIT1NG ABC
Shorthand. Only the right training can lead you to the job of
your choice. With SPEEDWRITING Shorthand, the only nationally recognized and accepted
ABC Shorthand, you can be
ready for the job of your dreams
in only six weeks.

Wanted, responsible party to
take over low monthly payments
on a spinet piano. Can be seen locally. Write Credit Manager, P. 0.
276. •••111 il*,•

SING WITH 2000 VOICES
Worship
Simple New
—NO COLLECTIONS TAKEN —
Sermon Topics:

TUESDAY EVENING:
The Seriousness of Sin'

Please send, without obligation,
information oft Kentucky's parks
arid shrines

HIGH PAY, SECURITY, AND
UNLIMITED OPPORTUNITY
IN JUST 6 WEEKS

CALL 587-7415 for free brochure.

MONDAY EVENING:
"The Resurrection Gospel"

—1
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FOR SALE: SPINET PIANO

SUNDAY EVENING:
-The Most Sob-ring Fact about Sin"

Dept el Public latermation,
Section FOB
Bldg..
Capitol
Frankfort, Ky 40001

Thursday. July 13, 1967

Huge windmills stood beside
depots across the country during
thedaysofsteam
locomotives, to
furnish water to
make steam to
pull them with.
The very last of
these Union Pacific windmills
was saved from
destruction by
Harold Warp
and moved 351 miles from Agate,
Colo., to his Pioneer Village at
Minden. in south central Nebraska, where it now pumps water for
the Village Green.

.D.

FAR MS
of.
4 room house with 3 acres
north of, 20 acrces of good land Has a
land, located 3 miles
building. Located
new garage
Fulton on gravel road.
ne mile south of Kingston
loland,
road.
Store on black-topped
187 acres of good hill
2 miles Tennessee.
/
cated in Weakley County. 51
road..
good
a
southeast of Fulton on
near
of nice land
This farm is in a high state of cul- 12 acres
Kentucky on Hightivation and has been in the soil Arlington.
This is an Heal spot for
bank for a number of years. It has way 51.
purposes.
plenty of barns, fences, and plenty commercial
of good water and a fair house.
32 acres of good land, good house
125 acres of excellent land, level, and barn with modern conveniand in a high state of cultivation. :wires. This is a very nice clean
Has new brick house, several ,place. Located one-tenth mile off
barns. Located on State line Road, 's black-topped road, north of Water
Kentucky side, Fulton County, west 'Valley, Kentucky.
of Jordan, Kentucky.

Ho

;

•
•
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•
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

WEDNESDAY EVENING:
''The Church for Which Jesus Died"
THURSDAY EVENING:
-A Plea for Christ from Behind
the Cross"
FRIDAY EVENING 'Submission to God''

WILLARD COLLINS
Vice-President,
DAVID LIPSCOMB COLLEGE
Nashville, Tennessee

Bible Truths Proclaimed
In Simplicity and Dignity

SATURDAY EVENING:
-Think What Christ Can Mean
to the Family"
SUNDAY EVENING:
-Judgment Day Is Real"

DAVID DAVIDSON
Columbia, Tennessee
Song Director

WENK, Union City,
BROADCAST ON: WDSG, Dyersburg

!CONDUCTED BY THE EXCHAN GE STREET CHURCH of CHRIVII
•
•
TENNESSEE
CITY,
UNION
•
•
In Cooperation With 75 Sister Congregations Including
•

Address

,
Kerilutic ,
City
LStale

Zip

•••••••••43

Fulton, Ky.
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BOSTON

SMOKED

FRESH - LEAN - PORK

BUTTS

Hauls L.

LB.

Pork Steak
Franks
Hamburger
REELFOOT

FRESH

Ken'
0.111.o.ft•NO

BUTT HALF

SHANK HALF

NICE TENDER LEAN

LEAN TENDER

REELFOOT
HOLE or HALF

lb. 59c Pork Cutlets lb. 69c Smoked Hams lb. 59c Smoked Hams lb. 65c
lb. 59c Smoke Jowl lb. 49c iiNaS 3lb. can $2.6 Picnics 3lb. can $2.29
lb. 69c
arcs -h - Pork lb. $1.25 Chickens
lb. 39c Sliced Bacon lb. 69c Bar
BARBECUE

REELFOOT HOUSER VALLEY

R
STEAK

Each

CANNED

SLICED

U. S. Choice Corn Fed
Hand Picked Special

ALL - MEAT

REELFOOT

LB.

BOLOGNA

LB.
Amer Slices12-oz.49c Root Beer 1/2 gal. 39c Flour 25 lbs. $1.99
Cremery Butter lb.79c PAY
lb. 29c Asparagus 3cans 59c Foil 12in wide 29c
Amer - Cheese $2.79 oich
GRADE 'A"
Frozen
FRENCH FRIES
5
lb.
bag
69c
Dozen 39c

MAPLE LEAF

Walla Walla Whopper

5 Lbs.

CLEARFIELD

BRIGHT STAR

DAD'S

CLEARFIELD

Limit I
Please

COFF

With additional $5.00 purchase excluding
Milk & Tobacco products.

KNIFE & FORK

303 SIZE

Sweet Potatoes
MAXWELL HOUSE

29c
6-oz. jars

Instant Coffee Zfor$1.49

BREMNER'S SALTINE

— FROM OUR KITCHEN —

2 FOR

8-oz. 29c
Bologna Salad
59c
Deviled Eggs (12 halves)
16-oz. 49c
Macaroni Salad
49c
Strawberry Cake loaf size

8-oz. 45c
Egg & Olive Salad
16-oz. 39c
Fruit Jello
Pineapple Cottage Cheese _ 16-oz. 59c
49c
Carroll Cake loaf size

ASSORTED FLAVORS

24 oz BOTTLE

For $1

KELLY'S or LIBBY'S

HALF GALLON

4 For

2 ROLL PAK

4 For

DEL MONTE 303 CANS

GIANT
SIZE
BOX

314 oz MY T FINE PIE and

GIANT SIZE

NABISCO PREMIUM

61c
25 Lb. Bag

BOW WOW

00

REGULAR SIZE

$1.00 Ritz Orange &Cola 39c Spag.& Meat Balls $1. Super Suds
49c Fruit Cocktail $1.00 Pudding Filling 10c Ivory Liquid

TIDE

12 To Box

Lucky Pies 3for $1.00

PINEAPPLE 5J1. PINEAPPLE
Orange Juice
Wesson Oil

23c

Crackers

00

3 For

1 lb. Box

SWEET TREAT NO. 2 CAN SLICED

SWEET TREAT 303 SIZE CAN CRUSHED

STOKLEY'S 46-oz.

25 Feet

ALCO ALUMINUM

IC

FOLGERS CAN

EGGS

2-oz.
/
141

Box

(Limit 2)

19c
49c

25c

CRACKERS
BLUE PLATE 18-oz.

1-4 LB. PKG.

Kleenex Towels U. 45c Dog Food
Cantalopes 4for $i.Ndo Lettuce

39c
$1.99 Strawberry Pres. 49c Lipton Tea
3lbs. 19c Flour 5lb. bag 55c
2for 49c Onions

APPLESc'"NG4

39cIllananas

WESTERCROW

STORE HOURS:
8- 8 Monday Thru Friday
8-9 Saturdays
9- 7 Sundays

FANCY YELLOW

LARGE HEADS ICEBURG

LBS

•

GOLD BAND

SOUTH FULTON, TENNESSEE
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